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Abstract 

During the period January 12th to June 11th 2010 an examination work with the aim to 
improve the logistic situation at a construction site in Motala Sweden, owned by Peab 
was in progress. The background is the lack of general logistic thinking and knowledge 
in the construction field. By observing purveyances, as many as possible, data will be 
gathered and processed according to the SCOR reference manual. With the knowledge of 
Perfect Order Fulfilment, Source Cycle Time, Plan Cycle Time, Cost to Source, and Cost to 
Plan best practice suggestions of how to improve the logistic situation could be 
presented to Peab. Perfect Order Fulfilment will be presented as a whole for the 
construction site but also for each supplier and transporter individually. 
 
Perfect Order Fulfilment, Source Cycle Time, Plan Cycle Time, Cost to Source, and Cost to 
Plan are metrics that Peab is interested of getting values of. But those metrics are 
primarily developed for the industrial field (so as SCOR in total) and not adapted for the 
construction field. This examination work also tries to make an analysis of how well 
SCOR can be applied in the construction field. Some processes and metrics must be 
redefined and added to SCOR to be able to apply SCOR in the construction field. Two 
new metrics to apply are % of Notify in Time and % of On-Time Delivery. A Return 
Resource process shall also be added in a future construction-SCOR. Lastly the % of 
Orders Delivered in Full metric and Plan, Source, Make, and Deliver must be object of a 
future study. 
 
Another project at the construction site, going on simultaneously with this examination 
work, aims to use a third-part-transporter with a cross docking system for 
transportation of goods in to the construction site. The goods come from the supplier 
into the third-part-transporter where it is repacked as the construction site wants it. 
Using a third-part-transporter can reduce the number of deliveries to the site. Extra 
costs are added to the goods (inventory costs at third-part-transporter, repacking costs, 
and transport costs). The examination work will also try to analyze how well the third-
part-transport system works and if it is cost-effective. One way to compare the use of a 
third-part-transporter and not having a third-part-transporter is to analyze how often 
goods are moved at the site. With a frequency study the number of movements was 
analyzed and costs associated with these movements were calculated. If the number of 
movements for goods that arrives with a third-part-transporter is lower they have an 
advantage compared to normal transporters.  
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1. Introduction 

In this chapter a short presentation of this examination work is given. It contains 
‘Background’, ‘Aim’, ‘Disposal’, ‘Research Questions’, ‘Company Description’, ‘Construction 
Site Bergstrollet in Motala’, ‘Time Allocation’, ‘Delimitations’, and ‘Sources and Source 
Criticism’. A more detailed methodology is given in chapter 3 and also as sections in 
chapter 4 and 5.  

1.1 Background 
Historically the construction field has been reluctant against logistic solutions because 
the general opinion is that each construction is unique and is therefore harsh to be 
standardized. It is also usual that constructers tend to prefer small problems and solving 
them instead of trying to avoid them. As it is now the construction field lacks of logistic 
thinking and thereby suffers of wastage and other problems that could be solved with 
more knowledge in logistical issues.  
 
The construction company Peab will build a retirement home (for people with 
dementia) in Motala. Peab cooperates with Linköping University and the municipality of 
Katrineholm in the project Brains and Bricks (B2), trying to implement the SCOR model 
in the construction field.  Together with B2 this project aims to analyze some parts of the 
SCOR model described in the section Aims and Purpose. The construction site is one of 
eight sites that are included in a logistic project driven by Peab called “Correct by/from 
me” (Swedish translation: Rätt från mig).  
 
The main problem at the construction site is that the materials do not always arrives at 
the agreed time or in the correct quantity and there are also problems with the goods 
arrival process (the purveyance). This leads to long waiting periods and that incorrectly 
delivered goods tend to be stored for future work. Currently the materials are located in 
a random way instead of a more structured placement method. Nowadays much time is 
spent on finding materials at the construction site. 

1.2 Aims and Purpose 
The aim of this project is to identify the section between the suppliers and the 
construction site (Peab) and calculate values of some level 1, 2, and 3 metrics in SCOR 
(in this section). In this project Peab represent the Source element and the suppliers are 
representing the Deliver element in the SCOR model. Returns from Peab to the suppliers 
are also a part of this section. The building process in itself will not be studied regarding 
SCOR. The metrics to be studied are Perfect Order Fulfilment, Source Cycle Time, Plan 
Cycle Time, Cost to Source, and Cost to Plan. Finally suggestions of more effective logistic 
solutions are going to be present. 
 
During the project another purpose was added to the aim and purpose. An analysis of a 
use of a distribution central/cross docking system (DC) should be made. The aim was to 
investigate what the costs and benefits are with a DC. Therefore a frequency study of 
how often goods are moved at the construction site was added to the project. Also a 
probability distribution of goods damage was created to see how the probability 
increases with the time the goods are at the site. In future investigation this probability 
could be compared with the use of a DC to see if the number of accidents decreases. 
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Another purpose with this examination work is to make an analysis of how appropriate 
the metrics are for the construction field together with B2. B2 is more interested in an 
analysis of how well SCOR could be implemented in the construction field. If it is not 
possible to measure some metrics a suggestion of how to adapt the metrics to the 
construction field should be a primary solution, or else new metrics will be implemented 
to accomplish the project. In the future SCOR will be adapted so it could be applied in the 
constructuin field, a so called “construction-SCOR”. In Figure 1 the structure of this 
examination work could be seen. 

 

1.3 Disposal 
The disposal of this report is as follow: 

 Introduction 
 Theoretical Frame of Reference 
 General Methodology 
 Purveyance Measurement 
 Frequency Study 
 Cost Calculations and Analysis of Cross Docking 
 Analysis, Discussions and Best Practice Suggestions 

The Introduction chapter intends to give the reader a short description of what this 
project is about and what to expect from this report. Company and construction site 
descriptions are presented together with the aim and background of this project. 
 
In Theoretical Frame of Reference the “tools” used in this project are described in a 
more general point of view. Chapters about SCOR, temporary supply chains, margin of 
errors, and different type of data collections shows the issues to keep in mind.  
 
In General Methodology the theory presented in Theoretical Frame of Reference is 
translated to methods used in this project. A description of how the theory is used is 

Examination work

Peab

Measurment of 
metrics on several 

products

Suggestion of 
efficiencies

Brains and Bricks

Analysis of metric 
measurment

How well SCOR 
could be adapted 

in the construction 
field

Figure 1 Sketch of how the examination work is divided. 
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given and also what to expect from the use of these kinds of methods. In this chapter the 
reader also gets familiar with the use of SCOR in this project, and how it is processed.  
 
The three main parts of this report is the Purveyance Measurement, Frequency Study, 
and Cost Calculations. The first two parts/chapters have their own Methodology-, 
Situation Analysis-, and Results and Discussion chapters. This is done because a merged 
Methodology/Situation Analysis/Results chapter would make it very cluttered and 
harsh to follow the “red line” of the report. 
 
In chapter 6 costs are calculated and an analysis of the use of a Distribution 
Central/Cross Docking system (DC) is made. This chapter will give the costs of using a 
DC but also try to give the benefits and potential cost reductions with using a DC. 
 
The last chapter (Analysis, Discussion, and Best Practice Suggestions) will be centred 
about the suggestions of how Peab could improve their logistic. It will also include 
discussions about the issues and problems in total accounted during the project; what 
they origin from, why they occurred, how they could be circumvented etc. This is the 
chapter which will conclude the report.  

1.4 Research Questions 
To describe and solve the problem accounted in this work a number of metrics in level 1, 
2 and 3, which are defined by the SCOR model, are used. Perfect Order Fulfilment and 
different cycle times are example of metrics that are going to be investigated. 
Measurements of the metrics are done to serve as a basis for suggestions of efficiency. 
An analysis of how relevant the metrics are for the construction field will also be done. If 
some metrics are relevant but cannot be measured an attempt to adaption of the metrics 
will be accomplished, or else new metrics will be implemented. 
 
To summit up the key issues to be answered in this project are: 

 What is the Perfect Order Fulfilment from the suppliers into Peab’s construction 
site in Motala? 

 What is the Source Cycle Time and Plan Cycle Time? 
 What is the Cost to Source and Cost to Plan? 
 What are the times and costs of purveyance and transfer of delivered goods? 
 What is the effect of using third-part-transporter/cross docking compared to 

“normal” transport? 
 How many “unnecessary” movements of goods are there at the construction site?  
 How is Return of goods managed? 
 Are there any Best Practices and other improvements to be applied? 

1.5 Company Description 
Four companies were involved more or less in this project; Peab, B2, a consultant firm, 
and the third-part-transporter. Peab and the current logistic project at Peab are 
described more detailed here and the rest of the companies are briefly described.  

1.5.1 Peab 
Peab is a constructing company that operates in Scandinavia and is one of the leading 
companies in this field. In Sweden Peab is established at 100 locations with 13 000 
employees and a turnover of 34 billion SEK. The company is divided into three domains; 
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building, installations, and industry (where building is the largest one). (Peab´s 
Årsredovisning 2008, 2009) 

Introduction 
The biggest competitors at the Swedish market are Skanska and NCC but in a close 
future there might be some foreign actors on the Swedish market that will compete with 
Peab. In Norway and Finland Peab is not that large and is only located at the big cities.  

 
Peab’s business model is shown in the Figure 2 and their business concept is:  

“Peab is a construction and civil Engineering Company whose guiding principle is total 
quality at all stages of the construction process. 

Through a combination of innovative thinking and solid professional skills, we aim to make 
our clients´ interests our own and thereby build at all times for the future”. (Peab, 2009) 

To ensure that the business concept is adapted in reality a couple of goals were 
conducted. The financial goals are basically made to create results that give the owners 
some profit and will generate funds that help Peab to reach their operative goals. Their 
operative goals are divided into three parts; Internal cooperation, Effectiveness, and 
Capability with commitment. (Peab´s Årsredovisning 2008, 2009) 

History 
Peab was founded in 1959 and celebrated 50 years last year (2009). Mats and Erik 
Paulsson decided to take care of their neighbourhood disposal and they also took over a 
machine depot. When a construction company got bankrupt during a construction at 
their machine depot they finished the work themselves with some help from the 
craftsman and took over the construction company as well. The business went well and 
they expanded. (Peab, 2009) 
 
The company´s headquarters have always been located in the south of Sweden close to 
the city of Malmö and when a Saab factory would be constructed they got their largest 

Figure 2 Business concept of Peab. 
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project so far. At 1985 Peab took over the construction company Whilborgs and doubled 
their company size. In the late 80´s the construction field went well but when the 90´s 
begun it changed and financial crises took place. Many construction companies got some 
problems and Peab took over several of them (e.g. BPA that where the largest 
construction company in Sweden at this moment) and expanded further more. New 
global financial crises is upon us nowadays and reminds us about the early 90´s when 
Peab took more advantage at the market.  
 
After some criticisms about corruption rumours Peab and Whilborgs became two 
separated companies with Mats as the CEO of Peab and his brother Erik as the CEO of 
Whilborgs. (Peab´s Årsredovisning 2008, 2009)    

1.5.2 Brains and Bricks 
Brains and Bricks (B2) is a co-operation between the municipality of Katrineholm 
(Sweden), Peab, and Linköping’s University.  
 
The vision is to:  

"To engage in applied research and development and through active cooperation with 
businesses, organizations and other research eventually becomes a leading international 

centre of excellence." (B2, 2010) [Translated from Swedish by author] 

The aim is to: 

"The results of our operations will result in that we can build with better quality and at 
lower cost in less time and create new firms into new industrial processes, methods and 

systems.”(B2, 2010) [Translated from Swedish by author] 

This is a new way of thinking in the construction field. B2 will try to analyze and solve 
common problems in the construction field and develop new ideas. (B2, 2010) 

1.5.3 The Third-Part-Transporter and the Consultant Firm 
At the construction site in Motala there are two companies engaged in the logistic 
project which are important to know about. One of those companies is the consultant 
firm. This consultant firm is hired to improve Peab’s logistic issues. To make this 
possible a third-part-transporter company is hired. The consultant from the consultant 
firm is engaged in the meetings between the purchaser and the site manager. The 
consultant asks which products are to be transhipped by the hired transporter, normally 
goods with known bad logistic results. The consultant also asks how the products should 
be transhipped and when they want it to be delivered. 
 
At the third-part-transporter the goods arrives from the supplier and are transhipped 
and stored until Peab wants it. At a given date the goods are delivered by the third-part-
transporter to Peab. This will improve the logistical issues at Peab. 

1.6 Construction Site ‘Bergstrollet’ in Motala 
The municipality of Motala have decided to build a residential care and a company called 
Platen got the mission to build this house. Platen decided to use the construction 
company Peab in this project. The two-floored building will be divided into four house 
parts like Figure 3 shows. In house 1 there will be a café and a spa, the residential care 
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will be located in the other houses. The residential care will include staff facilities and 50 
apartments for people with dementia.  
 
At the construction site sub-contractors are hired by Peab for special jobs like 
ventilation and electronics etc. There are two gates leading into the site from 
Trollbergsgatan and these gates are connected by a gravel road that goes around the 
entire building. This project started in August 2009 and will be finished in October 2010 
and the site manager is Lars Broberg. 

 
Figure 3 Map of Bergstrollet with the four house parts. 
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1.7 Time Allocation 
In Figure 4 the time allocation of this project is depictured, with all important sub-parts. 
The project is carried out during the period late January till early June year 2010 (week 
2 till week 24). 

 
1.8 Delimitations 
In every bigger project it is important to specify what is going to be done, but it is also 
important to declare what is not going to be done. The limitations in this project are: 

 Time limits. 
 Not all level 1 metrics in SCOR is considered. 
 Some Returns are not concerned. 
 The frequency study just concerns (more or less) goods on pallet. 
 Regarding “Perfect Order Fulfilment” and its “% of Orders Delivered in Full”, just 

the number of pallets are concerned not number of products.  
 Due to an exploratory character of the examination work some measurement are 

harsh to make because there is no “how to do” guide. 
 Suppliers have not been able to give their point of view of the logistical issues.  

This project started in the end of January and ends in the beginning of June. The data 
collection was made during the period of beginning of February to middle of May. This 
means that purveyances made before February and after May are not going to be 
observed. Some data from pre-February was collected by interviews with the workers.  
 
Regarding SCOR just some of the level 1 and 2 metrics are considered. To be exact it is as 
mentioned earlier the level 1 metric Perfect Order Fulfilment (which includes the level 2 
metrics % of Orders Delivered in Full, Delivery Performance to Customer Commit Date, 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Start
Planning Report
Literature Study

PEAB Information
SCOR

Data Gathering
Data Collecting

Initial Data
Purveyance Observation

Case Study
Survey

Data Sumary
Data Structuring
Data Processing

Analysis
Interpret

Metric Adaption
Conclusion
Validation

Source Criticism
Other Errors

Finishing
Presentation

Opposition
Report Changes

Report

Figure 4 Time schedule of the project. 
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Documentation Accuracy, and Perfect Condition) and the level 2 metric Source Cycle Time. 
Source Cycle Time is a level 2 metric under the level 1 metric Order Fulfilment Cycle Time. 
The other level 2 metrics in Order Cycle Time (Make Cycle Time and Deliver Cycle Time) 
are not concerned due to the scope of this project is just regarding the section between 
the suppliers and the construction site. The Plan Cycle Time is not a SCOR metric in itself 
but will be a basis for calculation of the metric Cost to Plan (regarding the source part in 
this metric).  
 
The Return process is quite specific in the construction field. Most of the return 
transports are of resource return kind. However, SCOR is not designed for return of 
resources and the project is left to give a qualitative analysis instead of a quantitative 
one. The implementation of a Return-of-Resource-process in SCOR is a project for B2 to 
accomplish. Figure 5 depictures how returns and delivery of waste are done now at the 
construction site. 

 
Figure 5 Return of resource and delivery of waste. 

One last thing to mention is the % of Orders Delivered in Full metric in SCOR. In this 
project the number of pallets (or similar) was counted. This might not be the best option 
because the number of pallets could be correct but not the number of products on it. See 
chapter 4.4 and 7.3 for a short description of this problem.   

1.9 Sources and Source Criticism 
The main information will be collected from these types of sources:  

 articles, thesis and books about data gathering, 
 articles and thesis about source criticism, 
 thesis about temporary supply chains, 
 articles and reference models about SCOR, 
 books about logistics solutions, 
 oral and written interviews with workers at the construction site.  

Most of these sources are printed information and is of scientific merit. This means that 
they must go through an approval process and are therefore of trustworthy character. 
Some of the information is collected from the Internet, but just information that is more 
or less common sense. Therefore it means that the source criticism part is of no bigger 
matter. Information about Peab is also collected from their home page on Internet and 
therefore a mind of criticism is needed. 
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One last thing to straighten out is about the chapter 2.3 (Temporary Supply Chains). This 
theoretical chapter is based on just one source. The reason for this is the lack of research 
about temporary supply chains and therefore also the number of existing articles. This 
should not be a problem when the chapter just highlights this field of research and 
explains solutions to problems occurred due to the use of temporary supply chains. 
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2. Theoretical Frame of Reference 

Before the methodology and situation analysis can be described it is important to get the 
theoretical background of the different methods and ideas presented in this report. First 
the different type of data collection methods is theoretically presented; e.g. case research, 
action research, surveys, job analysis, and frequency study. A section with a margin of error 
reference is given to depict the errors that could be found in this type of research. SCOR 
reference manual is presented in a section of its own. Last, the situation with temporary 
supply chains is theoretically presented. 

2.1 Data Collection 
This section aims to describe in what ways data can be gathered and processed in 
general terms. First will case research be described, second action research, and third 
how surveys can be done. 

2.1.1 Case Research 
Case research is the most used and powerful method to develop new theories and to get 
new insights (Voss, Tsikriktsis & Frohlich, 2002). Case research is built on several case 
studies. Voss, Tsikriktsis and Frohlich (2002) quote Leornad-Barton (1990) that 
describes a case study as a phenomenon drawn from many sources. Data to a case study 
can be gathered by direct observations, via interviews, and by analysing different 
archives. 
 
Case research can be divided into four categories: 

 explorative, 
 theory building, 
 theory testing, 
 theory extension/refinement. (Voss, Tsikriktsis & Frohlich, 2002) 

Explorative 
These kinds of case researches tend to be more of question building types. The research 
is done to get some questions to analyze in further researches (Voss, Tsikriktsis & 
Frohlich, 2002). E.g. the questions should be of the Is-there-something-interesting-
enough-to-justify-research kind, and are carried along with a case study research. 

Theory building 
Most of all case researches are of this type. These types of research start with defining 
the variables to analyze and in which domain the analysis will be done. It is also 
important to find out the relationships between variables etc and to have specific 
predictions (Voss, Tsikriktsis & Frohlich, 2002). The meaning of these kinds of projects 
is to find linkage between variables, and actually to find these variables. The projects are 
carried out in a few case studies and field studies. 

Theory testing 
Case research is not often used for theory testing, but the idea is to analyze, test, and 
predict future outcomes of issues before implementation (Voss, Tsikriktsis & Frohlich, 
2002). The projects are done by using many case studies, experiments, and different 
kind of surveys. 
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Theory extension/refinement 
Extension type case researches aim to validate projects and theories and come up with 
better structured theories. The question to think about is how generally applicable the 
theory is and where it could be applied (Voss, Tsikriktsis & Frohlich, 2002). In short 
words it aims to make the theory better and more up-to date. 

Field research 
One important thing in case research is to gather data. The data gathering could be 
performed in many ways. One way is to be out in the field and directly and empirically 
observe the “real world”. Data could also be gathered by different surveys, interviewing 
people or with some questionnaires. 

2.1.2 Action Research 
Compared to a case research described in the previous section action research (AR) is 
more concentrated to analyze the result and outcome of an implemented action. 
Coughlan and Coghlan (2002) points out that AR also contributes to increase the 
knowledge and theory about the action. AR is therefore appropriate when it is wanted to 
get an understanding of how changes affect the behaviour of a group of people. Coghlan 
and Brannick (2001) points out that it has to be a sequence of actions over time. 

Historical background 
The psychologist and professor at MIT Kurt Lewin published a paper describing how AR 
can be used as a method of researching how different actions and changes affect the 
social group (Lewin, 1946). AR’s foundation lies in doing cyclic researches, where the 
result from one AR leads to another research. Each of these cycles includes planning-, 
taking-, and evaluating actions (Coughlan and Coghlan, 2002).  
 
A good example how AR could be used is presented in a paper by Coch and French 
(1948). They examined how two different groups reacted to new technological changes 
within a company. The group where everybody was involved during the changes 
handled the changes better than the group where just a few member of the group 
participated during the changes. AR thereby suggests that actions and changes should be 
discussed with everybody involved in the process.  

How is AR used nowadays? 
Traditionally different researches have been done by case studies and surveys. But the 
lack of understanding and analysing the effect of proposed actions has led to an 
increased use of AR as a research method (Coughlan and Coghlan, 2002). Data gathering 
and surveys are important parts of a research but one must also remember that informal 
meeting, like participate in coffee break etc, can give the researcher more information 
about what people think of the changes than any survey can provide. 
 
Coughlan and Coghlan (2002) state an important aspect with AR is that it works with 
two points of view. On one hand it aims to solve the problem but on the other hand 
contribute to science. It could be harsh to both engage as a researcher to make the action 
happen and also keep a distance to have a holistic view.  

2.1.3 Surveys 
The main purpose of a survey research is to gather data, and the number of data 
collections tends to increase for every year. This kind of research is a good way to 
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connect theory with practise. Survey researches are often called empirical researches 
because data from reality creates- and affects the models and not vice versa. In 
operation management surveys got more common at the middle of 1980’s and it tends 
to get more common for every year. (Forza, 2002)  

Introduction 
Examples of surveys are questionnaires, phone interviews, and personal interviews. 
Questionnaires are better to use when the population that will participate in the survey 
is large. Interviews are to prefer because the social contact is important and it is possible 
for the respondent to get some help from the interviewer during the interview. Table 1 
shows strengths and shortcomings for different survey methods. There are different 
surveys that are appropriate at different phases of a project. Exploratory surveys are 
used to get information of a topic, confirmatory surveys are used when a phenomenon is 
known, and descriptive surveys take place when the aim is to evaluate the phenomenon. 
(Forza, 2002)  

Table 1 Pros & Cons of Survey Methods 

Issue Questionnaire Interview 

  Group Mail Personal Phone 

Is Privacy A Feature? No Yes Yes ??? 

Is the Method Flexible? No No Yes Yes 

Is Reading & Writing Needed? ??? Yes No No 

Can You Judge Quality of Response? Yes No Yes ??? 

Are High Response Rates Likely? Yes No Yes No 

Can You Explain Study in Person? Yes No Yes ??? 

Is It Low Cost? Yes Yes No No 

Are Staff & Facilities Needs Low? Yes Yes No No 

Does It Give Access to Dispersed 
Samples? 

No Yes No No 

Does Respondent Have Time to 
Formulate Answers? 

No Yes No No 

Is There Personal Contact? Yes No Yes No 

     Source: 
http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/survaddi.php 

There is often a trade off between time and cost; and trying to avoid errors. Common 
errors are for example sampling error that not represents the population correct or 
validity error that makes the conclusion less plausible. (Forza, 2002) 

Survey design 
Collecting data can be structured or unstructured which means that the respondent is 
more or less limited when answering the questions. (Forza, 2002) Unstructured 
questions tend to be more difficult to design but structured questions will maybe give 
answers that are more difficult to interpret says Trochim (2006). There are different 
types of structured questions: 

 dichotomous question – When the respondents only have two alternatives, 
 nominal question – When a number represent the answer, 
 ordinal question – When the answer is a kind of rank, 
 interval level question (Likert’s response scale) – When the question is designed 

with some sort of scale, 
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 filter or contingency question – When a question will lead to another question 
depending what the respondent have answered at the first question. (Trochim, 
2006) 

When the respondent sample is chosen it is important to notice which respondents that 
have the best knowledge of a certain problem, their answers are more valuable. In 
survey research for operation management the most important respondents are they 
who work at the operational level. An interview or a questionnaire should be like a 
social exchange where the interviewer support the respondent and give him/her 
positive feedback. Using a consulting approach and being modest will make the 
respondent more comfortable and the interview will be more interesting. (Forza, 2002) 
 
During an interview it is important to ask the questions as planned but it should still be 
informally according to Trochim (2006). If an answer does not generate information 
that is satisfying then there are tricks to make the respondent give more information. A 
simple pause by the interviewer might make the respondent talk more about a certain 
subject. 

2.1.4 Job Analysis with Stopwatch 
The meaning with job analysis with a stopwatch is to find how long time a certain action 
takes. With this knowledge one can determine costs for the action etc. (Andersson et al, 
1992) 
 
Job analysis with stopwatch cannot be done at the planning level it must be done during 
the execution of the action. This means that the researcher cannot estimate times before 
the execution of the action instead he or she must participate during the execution to get 
the times. Andersson et al (1992) describes that every action must be divided in well-
defined steps, with frontiers that are natural and clear for most of us.  
 
There are two methods for doing a time measurement. The first one is called the 
continuity method, where the stopwatch is not stopped when a frontier between two 
steps is reached. This leads to that the reaction time of the observers is eliminated. But 
on the other hand the observers have to calculate every step time by him or her-self. The 
other method is called reset method, with this method the stopwatch is stopped for 
reading and reset between two steps. (Andersson et al, 1992) 
 
One important thing with job analysis with stopwatch is that all observers have to agree 
of what time is “normal” and good or bad. This is done to normalize the times otherwise 
every measurement with analysis will be of subjective kind.  

2.1.5 Frequency Study 
Frequency study is a job analysis of a well-defined occurrence. The observations are 
randomly chosen (Andersson et al, 1992). The result of a frequency study is an analysis 
of how relative often an event occur, and could be used for local planning and 
determining events that are time consuming and even irrelevant for the production.  
 
Andersson et al (1992) gives two different types of frequency studies that can be done. 
One of them is called random interval method (RIM), and the other one is called 
constant interval method (CIM). The latter one is characterized by that the times for 
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observations are pre determined. In RIM one of (or both) place and time for observation 
is randomly chosen.  
 
A frequency study could be done on staff, processes etc. When an observation is made all 
activities the observed object is doing are noticed. This is done without a watch and later 
on all data is consolidated into a probability sketch. It is of course significant that the 
number of observations is large enough; otherwise the study could be seen as non-
trustworthy. (Andersson et al, 1992) 

2.1.6 Margin of Error 
When case researches and action researches are done with a field study as a basis many 
statistic data will be presented. The values of these data often have a level of 
uncertainty, or in other words a margin of error. The margin of error in a field study 
derives from many different aspects like; an inaccurate stopwatch that is used, an 
important situation might never have appeared for the researcher etc.  
 
It is important to provide the information of the margin of error for the reader of a 
report of a field study. This helps the reader to understand that the data has its 
limitations and based on the methodology come up with new ideas how the data can be 
gathered in more accurate ways in further work (Statistical Policy Office et al, 2001).  
 
In Statistical Policy Office et al (2001) it is given that it is important to report in which 
time period the data is gathered, background and history, the aim and purpose with the 
data gathering project, but also which estimations are done and how the data was 
processed. Statistical Policy Office et al (2001) also refers to five different types of 
sources of error; Sampling error, Non-response error, Coverage error, Measurement error, 
and Processing error. These are further presented below. 

Sampling error 
Sampling error is one of the sources of error that is best-known. Most of all researchers 
know that their data might be defiled by this kind of errors. It derives from the fact that 
too few samples are used to gather the data. The more samples and cases the more 
accurate the data will be.  

Non-response error 
Non-response error occurs more in surveys than in field studies. It refers to the fact that 
some might not answer the questions, or do not want to participate in the interviews. 
This reduces the number of samples and increases the variance of answers, the 
researcher might also miss some important information that others don’t think about. 

Coverage error 
In reality it is very difficult to gather data from all kind of situations that might appear 
on the field. The researcher must choose some samples from a frame of samples for 
analysis. Coverage error is the situation of samples not being included in the frame of 
samples. The researcher might than miss interesting situations that he or she would like 
to include in his or her research.  

Measurement error 
Measurement error is the type of source error that is most difficult to quantify. In simple 
words the error is the difference between the observed value of data and the real value 
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of data. In field study the error could derive from many sources; like inaccurate tools, 
researcher methods, and estimation of values. In surveys the measurement error could 
refer to how the interviewed person perceives the question and also how the 
interviewer perceives the answer. The interviewed person might also fail to remember 
all information that the researcher want to have. Another important thing is that the 
interviewed person might implicitly give the information in a way that he or she thinks 
the researcher wants it rather than how it actually was. E.g. if the researcher asks a 
person how long time it took to do an action, the person might implicit give the 
researcher a time that is shorter than the actual time, because the person implicit thinks 
the researcher wants a short time rather than a long time.  

Processing error 
This is the type of source error that is poorly documented, as it refers to the estimations 
and methods used by the researcher. It takes a lot of courage to criticize its own 
methods used in the research and also how good your own estimations are. The error 
could be of small types like recording error to more severe types like wrong method to 
process the data and/or gather data.  

How to cope with margin of errors 
When it comes to sampling error the best way of minimize its affect on the data is to 
have as many sample as possible. The more samples the more accurate data will be. To 
be sure that the research will capture as many situations ass possible a good 
preparation work must be done. If a good preparation work is done the researcher 
might have a clue of what kind of situations might appear and consider it when choosing 
samples to analyze. This will decrease the coverage error (Statistical Policy Office et al., 
2001). 
 
For measurement errors in different surveys it is important that all questions are 
carefully chosen, if some questions are excluded important data might get missed. The 
information provided by the interviewed person tends also to differ depending on how 
the interview is carried out. If a telephone interview is made the researcher could get 
another type of information compared to if the interview was made eye-to-eye, or even 
made by a questionnaire. It is also important that the interviewers are well skilled in 
interview techniques, so information are correct processed and questions are correctly 
asked for best respond (Statistical Policy Office et al., 2001). 
 
Another thing to have in mind when a field study is carried out is the probability of 
action taking place that would not happen if the researcher was not at the field. E.g. if a 
study of how an action is carried out it could occur that the persons who are carrying 
out the action performs the action in a really good way. This because of the awareness of 
the researcher might make them implicit think of how the action is carried out, and 
thereby performs the action in a way that they usually do not do. (Kenneth, L., L. & 
Melkiory, C., M., 2009) This is called The Hawthorne Effect. 

2.2 SCOR 
SCOR, Supply Chain Operations Reference Model, is a tool that helps companies to divide 
their supply chain into different processes and then analyze these processes. Doing this 
will make the company aware of where in the supply chain improvements can be done. 
This is also a tool for comparison of companies’ logistical performance. (SCOR, 2009) 
SCOR was created by the Supply-Chain Council, SCC, which is a non-profit organization 
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with over 800 members and every company or organization that is interested can 
participate. (Supply-Chain Council, 2009) 

Introduction 
A Process Reference Model includes Business Process Reengineering (BPR), 
Benchmarking (Bench) and Best Practises Analysis (BestP). BPR is the status of a certain 
process. Bench is quantified performance that will generate targets for companies. BestP 
are the solutions and practises that will result in better performance. This kind of model 
contains standard processes with explained relationships between them and standard 
metrics with management practises that will produce better metric results. (Supply-
Chain Council, 2008)  
 
SCOR Processes are divided into three levels and one implementation level (that is not 
in scope in SCOR) where the first level is the most basic one. SCOR contains totally 200 
process elements according to Supply-Chain Council (2009). The main processes at the 
first level are:  

 Plan – Plan the activities, 
 Make – Make products, 
 Source – Buy and transport raw material, 
 Deliver – Sell and transport products to customer, 
 Return – Return raw materials and products (divided into Source Return and 

Deliver Return), 
 Enable – Enable processes (this process is more uncommon). 

To analyze and compare a company´s logistic performance SCOR uses metrics at each 
level for different attributes. For example can reliability be analyzed by a metric called 
Perfect Order Fulfilment and this metric have sub-metrics in the second level. These sub-
metrics are: Perfect Condition, Documentation Accuracy, Delivery Performance to 
Customer Commit Date, and % of Orders Delivered in Full. (Supply-Chain Council, 2009) 
This sort of metric is related to the customer but there are also metrics that are related 
to the internal business (e.g. Cost of Goods Sold). There are totally 550 metrics in SCOR. 
Table 2 shows metrics and attributes for the first level in SCOR.  
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Table 2 Attributes and metrics for level 1. 

 
Performance Attributes 

  Customer-Facing Internal-Facing 

Level 1 Metrics Reliability Responsiveness Flexibility Cost Assets 

Perfect Order Fulfilment X 
    

Order Fulfilment Cycle Time 
 

X 
   

Upside Supply Chain Flexibility 
  

X 
  

Upside Supply Chain Adaptability 
  

X 
  

Downside Supply Chain Adaptability 
  

X 
  

Supply Chain Management Cost 
   

X 
 

Cost of Goods Sold 
   

X 
 

Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time 
    

X 

Return on Supply Chain Fixed Assets 
    

X 

Return on Working Capital 
    

X 

Best practises in SCOR are methods that will generate better results for one or several 
metrics. The best practises are divided into four types (e.g. structured best practises 
with specific goals and procedure). (Supply-Chain Council, 2009) 

Implement SCOR (Level 4) 
One good reason to use SCOR is that the majority of a company´s costs are located in the 
supply chain (between 60 % – 90 % of the total cost). It is proven that SCOR will reduce 
overall costs and increase profits and margins. Members exist all over the world but 
most of them are located in North America or Europe.  
 
With metrics it is possible for companies to compare results with each other and this 
will lead to a competition that makes companies perform better. They can also compare 
their best practises and see where their strength is located in the supply chain. (Supply-
Chain Council, 2009) 
 
When implementing SCOR at a company: 

1. Describe the supply chain as it is at the moment and then measure to get some 
metric values.  

2. If there is any potential for improvement, build a new better structure and then 
implement new structure (6). If there is not any potential for improvement on the 
structure then identify which metrics that can be improved.  

3. Find out which processes that affect the chosen metrics. 
4. Find out which best practises that can be used. 
5. Build a new structure. 
6. Implement new structure. (Supply-Chain Council, 2009) 

When configuring SCOR at a company:  

1. Chose the business entity according to geographical location, product or 
organization. 

2. Locate where the physical locations for Source, Make and Deliver should be on a 
map. 

3. Illustrate the material flow. 
4. Place level 2 processes to describe the activities.  
5. Describe each distinct supply-chain “thread” 
6. Place the planning processes. 
7. Place the main planning process, P1 (Supply-Chain Council, 2008) 
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Figure 6 below shows a schematic picture of how SCOR and its processes Plan, Source, 
Make, Deliver, and Return are structured. 

 
Figure 6 A schematic picture of how SCOR is structured. 

2.3 Temporary Supply Chains 
Characteristic for a building project, and also for other kind of temporary events, are the 
fact that no permanent supply chains exists (Modig, 2007). That is because these kinds 
of projects are limited in time, and also located at different locations from project to 
project. A common belief is that “each construction project is unique” (a common 
quotation at a construction site). In that case the supply chain for different building 
projects also should be unique, but how to manage a supply chain that differ from 
project to project? 
 
First of all a comparison between temporary- and stationary supply 
chains/organisations is needed. Modig (2007) defines the difference as stationary 
organisations exists with the belief that they will last for a longer period of time, have 
clear goals, survival techniques, develop a structured boundaries between companies, 
etc. Whereas temporary have a clear task to encounter, are time limited, have different 
teams and transitions, etc. The more firms that exists in the temporary project the more 
complex it will be. This is true for the construction field. If a sub-contractor is delayed 
the whole building project risks to be delayed.  
 
Earlier it was stated that a common belief for construction projects is that all projects 
are unique. That is true with some modifications. E.g. all constructions need to establish 
new vendor- and sub-contractor relationships and in most times those vendors are the 
same from another building project. Every construction project contains the same type 
of actions and activities but in different guises, e.g. every building need walls, floors, 
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roof, doors etc. The only difference is that those things will be performed in a new 
design and maybe with new material suppliers.  
 
Modig (2007) describes that a production at a construction site is coordinated but not 
the flow of material. Many different companies exist at the construction site and even 
more companies act as suppliers to the site. This makes it hard to coordinate transports 
and to exchange information among each others. To make the coordination easier more 
standardization is necessary and even more consolidation of orders (Modig, 2007). If 
goods do not arrive at Just In Time severe delays might occur. Modig (2007) describes 
how an exhibition event encountered different problems because every exhibitioner 
planned their own transports by themselves, without informing the responsible person. 
The problem was overcome by introducing bookable time slots for transportation 
leading to that the bottleneck, aka goods receiving area, became more structured and 
now the responsible person even knew when extra personnel was needed for the 
receiving area. But new problems were encountered. First of all some kind of reward 
was needed for this extra work with information exchanging from the exhibitor. 
Secondly, when the project was over it was difficult to transfer this solution to the next 
project due to new project managers and exhibitors. 
 
When it comes to temporary supply chains the organisation within them could be pure 
or parent driven (Modig, 2007). With pure organisations staff members are hired after 
knowledge and suppliers are chosen after the project manager own experience. In 
organisations with a parent organisation staff members are hired from a personnel pool, 
and suppliers are chosen after contracted suppliers from the parent organisation. Which 
one who is applicable to a project affects how transports and procurements are done 
(Modig, 2007). If the organisation has a parent and project managers that are willing to 
try new solutions, logistic problems can be solved. 
 
The company that manages the project with a temporary supply chain often outsources 
activities that are non-vital. This also means that handling, transportation, and 
procurement are outsourced for that activity. This leads to non-synergy and that weak 
link between nodes in the supply chain will exists, and will change from time-to-time 
and project-to-project (Modig, 2007). Because of the outsourced procurement and 
transportation the supply network will be fragmented and information exchange will 
suffer. Everyone in the supply chain will act for their own sake without any perspective 
of the project in total.  
 
This lack of information exchange and a holistic view is a result of the project’s 
complexity, short duration in time, and no long-term goals (Modig, 2007). Even if the 
links between nodes in the supply chain are vague everyone benefit from long-term 
goals. Most of the time the parent organization has a contract with the same suppliers 
and sub-contractors which makes it valuable to comes up with long-term goals. If long-
term goals exists both for the supplier and the main organisation a better holistic view 
exists and everyone strives to do their best in the project (everyone will be a key-part in 
the project instead of just another supplier) (Modig, 2007). 
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3. General Methodology and Situation Analysis 

This chapter includes a general description about the methodology and situation analysis 
that have been used in this project. How to collect data in different ways and information 
about Peab´s logistic are examples of subjects in this chapter. Last there will be a SCOR 
schedule that describes Peab´s purchase, purveyance, and return procedures.   

3.1 General Methodology 
In chapter 2.1 a theoretical view of how to collect data and what to think about was 
described. In chapter 3.1.1 to 3.1.3 it is described how these theories were implemented 
in this project 

3.1.1 Collect Data  
To collect data and information there were some interviews and time measurements 
done at the construction site. Some data was given from Peab for analysis. A description 
about Peab and their historical view of logistic situation will be done to get a good 
overview how plausible it is to make logistics changes at Peab. This study is more of an 
exploratory nature since suggestions of new logistic thinking will be presented. 
 
The SCOR reference model will be used to describe the situation in the construction 
field. SCOR is based on inducted knowledge; meaning generalized and could be adapted 
in many different fields. Regarding data they will most be of quantitative nature. To 
avoid problems it was important that a good relation with the workers at Peab was 
established, so they were willing to cooperate together in this project. When analysis of 
the data was done it had to be done accurate and be validated to get proper results. 

3.1.2 Action Research 
It has been stated earlier that the aim of this project was to gather data at the 
construction site, which would result in values of SCOR metrics. The data was collected 
by a case/field study but it was also important to appear at both formal and informal 
meetings to get a view how the workers thought about the new logistic thinking at Peab. 
It was also important to briefly ask the workers what they thought about the logistic 
project and e.g. how they react to a late transport. This is here Action Research comes in, 
not just to collect data but also to ask the worker of how they think about transports etc. 
Another part in this study where Action Research was used was the study of how the 
workers reacted to e.g. delayed deliveries. Some surveys were done but mostly informal 
conversations took place, where valuable information was exchanged.  
 
But to get a real Action Research it is also important that the actions are planned, 
executed, and evaluated in series over time. This part of Action Research is more a part 
for Peab, what they are going to do with the results from this project. 

3.1.3 Surveys 
To collect more information and opinions from involved actors surveys have been done. 
These surveys have mostly been aimed to personal/workers at the building site because 
they works at the operate level and are the only ones that can detect some specific 
issues. Their opinions are also important because they are interested in getting a better 
environment at their workplace and understand that better logistic will lead to a better 
environment.  
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3.2 General Situation Analysis 
Chapter 4 and 5 both includes a situation analysis for the purveyance and the logistics at 
the construction site. But first a general situation analysis is presented where the reader 
could get the information of how Peab looks at logistic solutions. 

3.2.1 The Present Logistical Situation at Peab 
Logistic or material management as it also is called among workers at the construction 
field is historically not a subject that has been prioritized. Not until recently when Peab 
started a project where the goal is to minimize costs and time consuming actions in their 
supply chain. This examination work is a part of the project where B2 is the link between 
this work and the project. Another part of the project is the relationship between Peab 
and the third-part-transporter. A consultant has been hired to find logistical problems 
and try to solve them. This consultant has a close contact with the logistical third-part-
transporter which provides Peab with a warehouse where goods are supposed to get 
transhipped and delivered to Peab whenever they want and how they want it to be 
delivered.  
 
At the construction site in Motala and seven (in 2008) other places that are included in 
Peab’s logistic project instructions about material management have been distributed to 
make the workers aware of the logistical issue. In Motala the purveyance area has been 
complemented with a section of concrete where the goods are supposed to get unloaded 
instead of unloading the goods directly on the muddy surface. Another example that 
leads to a better logistical environment is that a special worker has the responsibility of 
incoming goods. 
 
Peab has contacted several suppliers to start a discussion about logistical issues, this is 
an important process because both parts have historically ignored these issues and 
blamed each other. This is like a small revolution in this field because the relationship 
with the supplier has earlier led to a culture where mistakes are common and in some 
ways accepted. Purchasers at Peab will be affected much when they get new directives 
and not just have to think about getting the procurements as cheap as possible. Now 
they have to consider more of how the goods could be taken care of at the site.      

3.2.2 Case Research 
In total there are 8 different construction sites involved in the “Rätt från mig” (Correct 
by/from me) project. One of these sites was assigned to the researchers for investigating 
future implementation of a construction-SCOR. It is this case (the Motala construction 
site case) the project of developing the SCOR metrics is centred around.  
 
Due to lack of applicability of SCOR in the construction field these projects are of an 
explorative character. Field study, by observations, will be a basis of calculating the 
SCOR metrics Perfect Order Fulfilment and Source Cycle Time. Further down in this 
chapter it could be read about observations and frequency studies made in this case 
study.  

3.2.3 SCOR Processes 
To explain the supply chain of Peab a process chart has been made with SCOR processes. 
This chart is important for this project because it is used as a basic description of the 
domain between Peab and their suppliers. At the first level of SCOR the chart looks like 
Figure 7 with a delivery process at the suppliers and a source process at Peab.  
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Figure 7 Basic SCOR chart of level one processes. 

When level two and three processes are used it will be more complex and it turned out 
to be difficult to draw a chart that could visualize this part of the supply chain. To get a 
picture that is easier to understand a schedule with processes were made instead of a 
chart. Figure 8 shows how Peab´s and their supplier’s processes are connected. This 
schedule could be divided into three phases; Planning, Send & Receive and Return. In 
Figure 8 just the processes D1, S1, and SR/DR1 are shown, it looks the same with D2-3 
etc. P stands for Plan, S for Source, D for Deliver, and SR/DR for Source Return/Deliver 
Return. 

 
Figure 8 Chain of SCOR processes at Peab.  

Each process has one or more actors that are responsible for that process and in this 
project cycle times from some processes will be collected and analyzed (Source- and 
Plan Cycle Time). Other metrics (like Perfect Order Fulfilment) will also be collected from 
some of the processes to determine the delivery performance. 
 
Explanation of each process will be found in Appendix A. A briefly description of the 
process chain will be presented in this chapter.  
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Planning 
At the start of this schedule the site manager and the purchase manager has to identify 
the construction site needs. This has to be balanced with the existing resources at the 
site. Usually these three processes (P2.1, P2.2 and P2.3) are handled as one process. 
After these processes the purchase manager (if necessary) will update the source plan 
where information about incoming goods is located. 
 
The suppliers receive the order from the purchaser or site manager via mail, phone, or 
Peab’s purchase and order system (Swedish abbreviation, PIA). This is a system that only 
some suppliers use and therefore only some goods can be ordered with this system, e.g. 
the supplier of doors. Using PIA gives Peab a discount if an order is released earlier than 
a specific date.  
 
As with Peab the supplier also has to check their demands and balance these with 
existing resources so they can make a delivery plan. The supplier can then decide a 
delivery date and contact Peab who makes a delivery schedule (S1.1) and waits for the 
incoming delivery. Before the specific product can be manufactured at the supplier’s 
factory they need to consolidate orders, choose transportation type, and calculate 
routes.  

Send & Receive 
When the goods have been produced it will first be picked and then packed at the 
supplier side. The goods are then loaded on a transport and a transport document is 
created before transportation. After the transportation the goods will arrive at the 
construction site and there the supplier and Peab (customer) has direct contact with 
each other. The consignee should then verify the goods first but this process is often 
neglected. Sometimes the suppliers are involved in the installation procedure but most 
of the time their work are done when the goods are unloaded. Workers at Peab then 
transfer the goods where they want to store them before they will be mounted. The last 
process is payment the procedure where the supplier sends an invoice to Peab who pays 
it.  
 
In the construction field there are different types of trade terms to be aware of (known 
in the industrial field as Incoterms). The three most common ones are LOK, LIK, and HOS. 
Those three are Swedish abbreviations for ”Lastat Olossat Köpare”, “Lastat Inburet 
Köpare”, and “Hämtat Olastat Säljare”. LOK means that the supplier is responsible for the 
transport and getting the goods on the truck at its factory. But the supplier is not 
responsible for unloading the truck at the customer. LIK is almost the same as LOK but 
now the supplier (via the transporter) is responsible of unloading and transferring the 
goods (into the building) at the customer. HOS means that the customer is responsible 
(both with insurances and costs) for the transport and loading the truck at the supplier.  
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Return 
This phase of the process schedule is uncommon because there are not that many 
returns from a construction site. Some returns of resource materials are done and waste 
has to be transported to a dispose. But if there are returns of materials because of defect 
goods or exceeded amount of goods they will first be identified and then removed to a 
special area at the site. The site manager notices the problem and demands a return to 
the supplier who approves the return. Before the site manager can make a plan (this is 
not necessary when returns are that uncommon) the supplier needs to plan when they 
can collect the goods. The goods are then transported back to the supplier who receives 
it and moves it to a specific area at their site.     
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4. Purveyance Measurement 

In this chapter the measurement of purveyances will be described. First the Methodology 
used to collect data from the observations is presented. Second a Situation Analysis of how 
the purveyances are handled nowadays. Last a section with the results and short analysis 
of the purveyance action is given.  

4.1 Methodology 
Here is the working procedure for the observations of the purveyances presented. The 
purveyance form, the job analysis procedure, and the interviews are described how they 
are used in this project (some questions were sent to suppliers). Lastly a presentation of 
how validation took place is depictured. 

4.1.1 Purveyance Forms 
Peab has hired a worker with specific role to receive the deliveries, and also to assist the 
other workers at the construction site. This role (the goods consignee role) is quite 
unique for a construction site in Sweden. The researchers are not able to attend at all 
purveyances at the construction site. To get accurate data for the purveyances not 
attended by the researchers those purveyances were documented by the consignee. The 
consignee was equipped with a form to fill in (see Appendix B). Example of observation 
“delivery attributes” to answer is when the goods arrived (date and time), in which 
quantity, if it is damaged, etc. These “delivery attributes” formed the basis for calculating 
the wanted SCOR metrics Perfect Order Fulfilment and Source Cycle Time.  
 
The researchers were also observing some of the purveyances. During these 
observations more accurate time measurements were done. The researchers also took 
notes about the deliveries and if some problems occurred. Example of a delivery note 
could be found in Appendix C. These observations were also good opportunities to ask 
the workers about the deliveries and other logistic related issues.  

4.1.2 Observations and Job Analysis with Stopwatch 
In chapter 2.1.4 a short introduction to job analysis was given. In the field study at Peab 
in Motala observations of unloading and transferring goods were done. These 
observations included measurement of the time for unloading and transferring goods. 
The unloading time varies but is a fairly big action. Included small steps like moving 
wheel loader and unload from wheel loader etc are not measured in their self in this 
project, instead the total unloading time and transferring time are measured. 

Implementation 
At the construction site in Motala a time schedule with all purveyances, often for the 
current week, is nailed on a wall. Given those known delivery times the researchers 
knew when to observe. When purveyance is about to occur the researchers was 
prepared with a stopwatch to analyze the unloading- and transferring time for the 
workers.  
 
The unloading time started when a wheel loader or worker started to unload the truck. 
The time ended when the wheel loader or worker placed the last goods on the ground 
where the rest of the goods were located. 
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The transfer time started when the wheel loader or worker started to move the first 
goods from the place the goods were unloaded on. The transfer time ended when the 
worker or the wheel loader placed the last goods on the place where the rest of the 
goods were moved to (near or inside the building) 
 
Other times that were interesting to measure (for cost calculations etc) are the total time 
the truck or wheel loader was at the construction site. The truck could have been at the 
site a shorter time than what the unloading time is (because the wheel loader could have 
unloaded the goods on one place first and then moved the goods to a second place 
before the goods were transferred indoors). Regarding the wheel loader it could have 
been used for unloading and transferring goods but its time at the site did not necessary 
have to be the sum of both those times, see chapter 4.2. Thus the total time on site for 
both truck and wheel loader was measured. The total time for the worker engaged in the 
purveyance was also measured, as it did not have to be the sum of unloading time and 
transferring time, see chapter 4.2.  
 
To sum it up the times measured were: 

 total time the wheel loader was at the construction site, 
 total time the truck was at the construction site, 
 unloading time, 
 transferring time, 
 total time the workers were engage in the purveyance. 

Regarding the wheel loader and truck time it does not contain the time if the wheel 
loader or truck was too early. E.g. if the agreed time was 07:00 with the wheel loader 
firm and the wheel loader was at the site at 06:45 the wheel loader time starts at 07:00. 
If the truck is at the site at the agreed time 07:00 and the wheel loader arrives 07:15 
(too late) the truck time starts at 07:00 and the wheel loader time at 07:15. 

Expected Results 
The times calculated from the observation of unloading and transferring goods will be a 
part of the SCOR level 2 metric Source Cycle Time. Other times in this metric are of 
administrational character and were also calculated after interviews with the relevant 
person. In Figure 9 a schematic picture of all times being a part of Source Cycle Time is 
given. Regarding Verifying Goods, this time is in this project a part of the unloading time 
(if verification is done at all). The times and observations will also be a basis for 
calculating other metrics (like Perfect Order Fulfilment) and Best-Practice suggestions.  

 
Figure 9 All posts that are part of Source Cycle Time. 
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4.1.3 Interviews and Questions   
The management (especially the site manager) is the source where the most information 
has come from through discussions. Other actors like the consultant from the consultant 
firm, the driver of the wheel loader and the purchaser have also given their opinions of 
some issues.   
 
Questions towards suppliers have been sent by email but more contact with them has 
not been necessary. This project has more focus on Peab than their suppliers and even if 
the suppliers are important it will be too much work to study them all.      

4.1.4 Validation and Processing of Data 
Continuously during the observations data were validated by asking the workers and 
administrative staff members if the values are reasonable. Data were also validated by 
the researchers themselves, by discussing if the values sounded reasonable.  
 
To process the data Excel was used. Implementation of data in Excel and developing 
formulas Perfect Order Fulfilment could be calculated. This was also done for calculating 
Source Cycle Time, Plan Cycle Time, and the costs associated with these times.  

4.2 Situation Analysis 
In chapter 4.1.1 it was described how the unloading time and transferring time was 
measured. The picture the reader could get is that those two times were sequential, and 
that the truck and wheel loader always were at the site on exact correct time etc. That is 
not true.  
 
To start with the wheel loader sometimes started to unload the goods and place them 
near the building for later change the tactic and unloads the rest near the truck. But still 
the time ended for the job analysis when those goods were moved to the place the wheel 
loader first unloaded the goods. The reason for this action by the wheel loader is to 
avoid penalty fees.  
 
Sometimes the unloaded goods were transferred from the place it was unloaded on to 
another place nearer or inside the building (this time is here known as the transfer 
time). This time started when the wheel loader or worker start to transfer its first goods 
and ended when the last one were transferred. The unloading and transferring action 
could either occur parallel or sequential. This means the total time did not necessarily 
need to be the sum of these two times. Another thing to mention is that sometimes the 
wheel loader was at the construction site at correct time but not the truck, or vice versa. 
If the truck was more than one hour late the construction site had to pay the wheel 
loader for every extra up-started hour, or if the unloading time was more than one hour 
long the transport agent required a penalty fee. Those times were of interest for 
calculation of the costs but if SCOR is strictly followed just the unloading time and 
transferring time were of interest. SCOR also implies that unloading and transfer occurs 
more often sequentially than parallel, which is not true in the construction field.  
Interested times in construction SCOR would be total time, waiting time for wheel 
loader, unloading time, and transferring time.  
 
In Figure 10 – 12 it is illustrated how SCOR expects the times to occur and how it could 
be at the construction site.  
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Figure 10 Times for unload and transfer regarding SCOR. 

 
Figure 11 Times for purveyance at construction site if sequential. 

 
Figure 12 Times for purveyance at construction site if parallel. 

When costs were calculated for this report the “Time to pay for”-time was considered. 
For all purveyances the total time for unloading and transferring was calculated and also 
the time elapsed for either the truck or the wheel loader to wait. 

4.3 Results of Purveyance Measurement 
Data have been collected during deliveries at the construction site and have then been 
used to calculate SCOR metric values for Perfect Order Fulfilment, Source Cycle Time and 
Plan Cycle Time. Perfect Order Fulfilment is the metric at the first level and this metric 
have sub-metrics at the second and third level that have been (more or less) calculated 
as well. All suppliers and transporters have their own values of Perfect Order Fulfilment 
and Source Cycle Time but a total value for the entire project on these metrics have also 
been calculated.  
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4.3.1 Perfect Order Fulfilment 

Calculation of ‘Perfect Order Fulfilment’ 
The metric Perfect Order Fulfilment is set to ‘true’ if all level 2 metrics are ‘true’. If one 
(or more) of the level 2 metrics is ‘false’ then Perfect Order Fulfilment (for the given 
delivery) is set to ‘false’. This is also done for all level 2 metrics, i.e. all level 3 metrics 
must be ‘true’ for the level 2 metrics to be ‘true’. In Table 3 two examples of how Perfect 
Order Fulfilment is calculated are shown. 

Table 3 Calculation of Perfect Order Fulfilment. 

 % of Orders 
Delivered in 

Full 

Delivery 
Performance 
to Customer 
Commit Date 

Documentation 
Accuracy 

Perfect 
Condition 

Perfect Order 
Fulfilment? 

Example 1 True False True True False 
Example 2 True True True True True 

Total value of each metric for the entire construction project is presented in Table 4, 
Table 5, and Table 6. The metrics at the second level includes sub-metrics at the third 
level, e.g. % of Orders Delivered in Full includes Delivery Item Accuracy and Delivery 
Quantity Accuracy. For Delivery Performance to Costumer Commit Date it is necessary 
that the goods arrives at the same day as agreed on and arrives at the correct place. If a 
shipment document complies with the transport it counts as correct Documentation 
Accuracy. Perfect Condition means that goods or packages arrive without damage.  
 
In the construction field it is uncommon that a delivery arrives at a predefined time and 
because of this it is important that the transporter communicates with Peab and notify 
when the transport will arrive. Therefore a new metric “% of Notify in Time” has been 
created to check how many times this notification is made correctly. It was also 
interesting to calculate how many deliveries that were On-Time scheduled and actually 
did arrive at that time. “% of On-Time Delivery” is given in Table 4 to. These new metrics 
are not included in the Perfect Order Fulfilment metric. Numbers within parenthesis 
describes the number of observations each value consists of. Total number of 
measurements is 53. 

Table 4 Perfect Order Fulfilment for the Entire Project. 

Perfect Order Fulfilment 38 % (21) 

 - % of Orders Delivered in Full 77 % (26) 

 - Delivery Performance to Customer Commit Date 69 % (45) 

 - Documentation Accuracy 96 % (47) 

 - Perfect Condition 98 % (51) 

 - “% of Notify in Time” 53 % (28) 

 - “% of On-Time Delivery” 74 % (19) 

Because the number of observations of the % of Orders Delivered in Full metric is relative 
few Perfect Order Fulfilment without this metric has been created. In the analysis 
(chapter 4.4) this is more described in detail. This alternative Perfect Order Fulfilment 
includes 42 observed deliveries and arises to the value of 64 %. To check which interval 
Perfect Order Fulfilment and % of Orders Delivered in Full is within calculations with 
assumptions that every missing % of Orders Delivered in Full data are either correctly 
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delivered or not have been done. If every missing data are correct it will give a Perfect 
Order Fulfilment of 57 % and a % of Orders Delivered in Full of 89 %. If every missing 
data are incorrect it will give a Perfect Order Fulfilment of 19 % and a % of orders 
delivered in full of 38 %. 

“% of Orders Delivered in Full” with all missing data as incorrect  = 38 % 
“% of Orders Delivered in Full” with all missing data as correct  = 89 % 
“Perfect Order Fulfilment” with all missing data as incorrect  = 19 % 
“Perfect Order Fulfilment” with all missing data as correct  = 57 % 

As one can see the Perfect Order Fulfilment of 38 % (without any consideration of this 
missing data problem) is exactly in the middle of 19 % and 57 %. So a mean value of 
Perfect Order Fulfilment is about 38 %. Meaning that a little more than a third of all 
deliveries into the construction site are in somewhat incorrect delivered.  

4.3.2 Source Cycle Time 
In Source Cycle Time the times for unloading and transferring goods at the purveyance 
are included. To get a more effective purveyance it is important to collect these times. 
Time can then be converted into a cost that can be used for analysing different cost 
reduction suggestions. Except unloading and transferring goods it also takes time to 
schedule deliveries and pay the invoices. Unloading and transferring takes different 
times according to what kind of goods that is being handled and a mean value for these 
times has therefore been calculated.  
 
Because the times are very different depending on which product and/or which amount 
of the product that is managed maximum and minimum times have been created to 
show how much these times varies. Schedule and Pay cycle times are mean values and 
no minimum and maximum values were able to be calculated. Source Cycle Time is also a 
mean value and a minimum and maximum for this metric was difficult to calculate 
because the sum of minimum and maximum presented for each level 2 metric below 
does not create the total minimum and maximum for Source Cycle Time. An attempt was 
done but some data for the level 2 metrics were missing which led to problems that 
could not be solved. In Table 5 the Source Cycle Time is given as mean for all 
purveyances. 

Table 5 Source Cycle Time. 

Source Cycle Time (hh:mm) 02:14 

 - Unload cycle time (Mean) 00:36 

 - Unload cycle time (Max) 03:30 

 - Unload cycle time (Min) 00:05 

 - Transfer cycle time (Mean) 01:13 

 - Transfer cycle time (Max) 04:08 

 - Transfer cycle time (Min) 00:08 

 - Scheduling cycle time 00:15 

 - Pay cycle time 00:10 

4.3.3 Plan Cycle Time 
Before a certain goods can be delivered to the construction site some planning is 
necessary. To begin with it is important to identify needs and assets to understand how 
much is needed to purchase, i.e. to balance the needs and assets. When this is done a 
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source plan can be made. As for Source Cycle Time it is necessary to collect this kind of 
data to get a cost. Minimum and maximum values were not able to be calculated. In 
Table 6 the Plan Cycle Time is depictured as a mean for all planning occasions. It could be 
noticed that the number of planning occasions does not need to be the same as the 
number of purveyances. One planning could cover a product type that will be arrived 
within several deliveries into the construction site.  

Table 6 Plan Cycle Time. 

Plan Cycle Time (hh:mm) 03:30 

 - Identify Needs 01:00 

 - Identify Assets 01:00 

 - Balance Needs and Assets 01:20 

 - Establish Source Plan 00:10 

4.3.4 Supplier Metrics 
The suppliers supply Peab with different types of goods and this will affect the value of 
the metrics.  

 Supplier A: Supplied with many types of goods, 
 Supplier B: Supplied Peab with tools and other equipment and this type of goods 

were delivered in small quantities, 
 Supplier C: Plaster boards and steel profiles, 
 Supplier D: Windows (Some windows were transported with a third-part-

transporter), 
 Supplier E: Doors. 

In Table 7 and 8 the values of the metrics for each supplier are shown. Numbers within 
parenthesis describes the number of observations each value consists of. As with the 
construction in total some minimum and maximum values were not able to be 
calculated. 

Table 7 Perfect Order Fulfilment metrics for some suppliers, all in %. 

Supplier:  A B C D E 

% of Orders Delivered in Full 50 (2) 100 (2) 82 (11) 0 (2) 67 (3) 

Delivery Performance to 
 Customer Commit Date 

63 (8) 100 (9) 55 (11) 80 (5) 33 (3) 

Documentation Accuracy 100 (8) 100 (9) 100 (10) 80 (5) 100 (2) 

Perfect Condition 100 (9) 100 (9) 100 (11) 100 (5) 100 (3) 

"% of Notify in Time" 50 (4) 0 (1) 33 (9) 100 (2) 67 (3) 

Perfect Order Fulfilment  
(POF) 

0 (1) 100 (2) 40 (10) 0 (2) 0 (2) 

POF (without % of Orders 
 Delivered in Full) 

63 (8) 100 (9) 50 (10 60 (5) 0 (2) 
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Table 8 Source cycle time metrics for some suppliers. 

 Supplier: A B C D E 

Unload cycle time (Mean) 00:42 (10) 00:09 (8) 00:50 (11) 00:44 (5) 00:29 (3) 

Unload cycle time (Max) 01:20 00:10 02:00 01:12 00:35 

Unload cycle time (Min) 00:15 00:05 00:12 00:15 00:23 

Transfer cycle time (Mean) 00:39 (3) - 02:00 (3) 01:05 (3) 02:01 (3) 

Transfer cycle time (Max) 01:25 - 02:40 01:32 04:08 

Transfer cycle time (Min) 00:15 - 01:12 00:45 00:41 

Scheduling cycle time 00:15 00:15 00:15 00:15 00:15 

Pay cycle time 00:10 00:10 00:10 00:10 00:10 

Source Cycle Time (Mean) 01:46 00:34 03:16 02:15 02:56 

4.3.5 Transporter Metrics 
As for the suppliers the transporters transports different kind of goods and it will affect 
the value of the metrics.  

 Transporter A: Transported many type of goods, 
 Transporter B: Plaster boards and steel profiles, 
 Transporter C: Doors and windows, 
 Transporter D: Transported many type of goods. 

In Table 9 and 10 the value of the metrics for each transporter are shown. Numbers 
within parenthesis describes the number of observations each value consists of. As with 
the suppliers some minimum and maximum values were not able to be calculated. 

Table 9 Perfect Order Fulfilment metrics for some transporters. 

 Transporter: A B C D 

% of Orders Delivered in Full 67 (3) 86 (7) 40 (5) 50 (2) 

Delivery Performance to 
 Customer Commit Date 

56 (12) 57 (7) 86 (7) 67 (3) 

Documentation Accuracy 100 (12) 100 (7) 60 (5) 100 (3) 

Perfect Condition 100 (12) 100 (7) 100 (7) 100 (4) 

"% of Notify in Time" 0 (3) 60 (5) 86 (7) 50 (2) 

Perfect Order Fulfilment 
 (POF) 

33 (3) 43 (7) 33 (3) 33 (3) 

POF (without % of Orders 
 Delivered in Full) 

75 (12) 57 (7) 60 (5) 67 (3) 

One thing to mention regarding Perfect Order Fulfilment for the transporter is that there 
might not be their fault for a low value of the metric. E.g. it is probably not the 
transporters fault that the number of goods is incorrect, it is probably the suppliers 
fault. However it will affect the Perfect Order Fulfilment value of a certain transporter. 
See chapter 4.4 for more analysis.  
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Table 10 Source Cycle Time metrics for some transporters. 

 Transporter: A B C D 

Unload cycle time (Mean) 00:15 (12) 00:59 (7) 00:43 (7) 00:36 (4) 

Unload cycle time (Max) 01:00 02:00 01:30 01:00 

Unload cycle time (Min) 00:05 00:30 00:10 00:17 

Transfer cycle time (Mean) 00:34 (2) 02:40 (1) 01:25 (6) 00:16 (2) 

Transfer cycle time (Max) 01:00 02:40 04:08 00:18 

Transfer cycle time (Min) 00:08 02:40 00:13 00:15 

Scheduling cycle time 00:15 00:15 00:15 00:15 

Pay cycle time 00:10 00:10 00:10 00:10 

Source Cycle Time (Mean) 01:14 04:04 02:34 01:18 

4.3.6 Summarizing of Metrics (for the Construction Site) 
In Table 11 the values of the level 1 metric Perfect Order Fulfilment and its 
corresponding level 2 metrics (in italic style) and for those corresponding level 3 
metrics (in regular style) are presented for the construction site in total. NA means the 
values are not available. 

Table 11 Values of level 2 and 3 metrics for Perfect Order Fulfilment. 

Perfect Order Fulfilment 38 % 

% of Orders Delivered in Full 77 % 

 - Delivery Item Accuracy NA 

 - Delivery Quantity Accuracy 77 % 

Delivery Performance to Customer Commit Date 69 % 

 - Customer Commit Date Achievement 79 % 

 - Delivery Location Accuracy 90 % 

Documentation Accuracy 96 % 

 - Shipping Documentation Accuracy  96 % 

 - Compliance Documentation Accuracy NA 

 - Other Required Documentation Accuracy NA 

 - Payment Documentation Accuracy NA 

Perfect Condition 98 % 

 - Orders Delivered Damage Free Conformance NA 

 - Orders Delivered Defect Free Conformance NA 

 - % Orders Received Damage Free NA 

 - % Faultless Installations NA 

 - Warranty & Returns NA 

In Table 12 the values of the level 1 metric Order Fulfilment Cycle Time and its 
corresponding level 2 metrics (in italic style) and for those corresponding level 3 
metrics (in regular style) are presented. NI means the values are not of interest in this 
project. 
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Table 12 Values of level 2 and 3 metrics for Order Fulfilment Cycle Time. 

Order Fulfilment Cycle Time NI 

Source Cycle Time 02:15 

 - Identify Sources of Supply Cycle Time NA 

 - Select Supplier and Negotiate Cycle Time NA 

 - Schedule Product Deliveries Cycle Time 00:15 

 - Receive Product Cycle Time 00:37 

 - Verify Product Cycle Time NA 

 - Transfer Product Cycle Time 01:13 

 - Authorize Supplier Payment Cycle Time 00:10 

Make Cycle Time NI 

Delivery Cycle Time NI 

4.4 Analysis of Purveyances 
As could be seen in the tables in previous section the Perfect Order Fulfilment is not very 
high. This is true both for the suppliers and for the transporters but Peab makes 
mistakes too and this logistical project will hopefully reduce errors and mistakes to get a 
higher value of Perfect Order Fulfilment in the future. It has been difficult to collect data 
for the metric % of Orders Delivered in Full because the purveyance form demands the 
amount of pallets but when the goods are ordered it can either be ordered in number of 
products, in a certain weight, or in other demands from Peab. When the researchers 
have attended and watch deliveries is has been possible to count the amount of goods 
and check if enough goods have arrived.  
 
Cycle Times for every SCOR process in this sector (Peab and their suppliers) should have 
been noticed but the most of the focus has been at the purveyance. There have been 
many interesting deliveries to watch and there are many issues that have to be 
investigated further.  
 
It has not been any problems to complete the form for the consignee and he has also 
been in interest of getting the logistical performance better. It was noticed after a short 
while that “% of Notify in Time” was a very important issue and therefore this metric was 
added to the form. Communication is overall a very important factor and it has 
historically worked less well with the suppliers, transporters, and sub-contractors.  
 
At the beginning of this project it was noticed that there were obvious problems with 
the purveyance because the consignee told the researchers that it is difficult to plan 
when you never know when the delivery will arrive. And when it arrives it is difficult to 
tell where it should be placed. Some suppliers tell Peab when they shall arrive during 
the delivery date but most of the time Peab only knows which day the delivery shall 
arrive. These different time windows make it hard to compare suppliers.  
 
If the transporter has to be at the construction site more than one hour they charge Peab 
for this but if the transporter is one hour late no charges are demanded by Peab. This is 
a key issue where Peab needs to be more demanding against their suppliers. Sometimes 
when Peab hires a wheel loader it could be used by sub-contractors too and it is almost 
always Peab who has to pay for this. Peab has also problems with the sub-contractors. 
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When Peab shall place some goods indoors the sub-contractors might block the way for 
Peab (or vice versa). There are also many small deliveries (Peab’s or the sub-
contractor’s) that can interrupt larger deliveries at the construction site. 
 
When goods are supposed to be transported into the building it has happened that the 
transport wagon got damaged and had to be repaired. Correct resources at the site are 
general very important to be able to receive the goods, e.g. enough number of workers. 
Even the environment matters when a delivery will be received, e.g. if there is snow, 
mud or junk that hinder the delivery.      
   
The % of Orders Delivered in Full metric concerns the amount of pallets and this is not to 
prefer when the aim is to get deliveries with the correct amount of goods. But in this 
project the amount of pallets is used because it was easier for the consignee to count 
pallets instead of goods. It is more interesting to know the amount of pallets when 
planning a certain transport. A delivery could be predefined with an arrival time but it 
does not count as an error if the delivery arrives several hours late. If it arrives at the 
correct day according to the commit date it is enough to make the delivery correct and 
the reason for not including time error is that it will look like they who set a time for 
arrival are punished. Therefore this time error has been presented in a separate result 
post % of On-Time Delivery (Shown in Table 4 in chapter 4.3.1). They who give a time for 
delivery would be punished as it could be perceived that it is better to set a time and be 
late then not set a time and arrives whenever you want.  
 
In this project the researchers have only noticed if the shipment document complies 
with the delivery because these documents are time consuming to analyze. It is not that 
simple to check if the correct amount of goods has been sent to the construction site by 
just checking the document. It is important to know that each kind of goods takes 
different time to plan, receive, and handle. A mean value does present a time that is 
interesting to investigate further but is not a good value for comparing 
suppliers/transporters with each other. 
 
Due to the lack of data (especially for % of Orders Delivered in Full) there will not be a 
fair statistical analysis between the suppliers/transporters), e.g. one supplier has ten 
deliveries but only two deliveries with values at the % of Orders Delivered in Full post. 
Therefore a Perfect Order Fulfilment without % of Orders Delivered in Full has been 
calculated and this value is more fair in most of the cases. It is also important to realize 
that metrics for each supplier/transporter are difficult to compare because they supply 
and transport different types of products.  
 
It is easy to understand that different type of errors give different type of consequences 
at the construction site. E.g. Documentation Accuracy errors do not have the same impact 
as % of Orders Delivered in Full errors. It is easy to think that 0 % in a metric means total 
“disaster” but as written different metric errors mean different level of consequence 
impacts.         
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5. Frequency Study 

In this chapter the methodology used in investigating the number of movements at the 
construction site is described. After the methodology a situation analysis section tries to 
depicture how it is now at the site, e.g. how different type of goods is handled etc. A result 
section gives the number of movements in total at the site but also divided into different 
type of goods. A description of inventory results and what the results from a questionnaire, 
is also presented. Finally an analysis of the movements and the situation is given. These 
movements will be a basis for calculation of costs for these movements and also for future 
comparison of movements if a third-part-transporter is used. The vision is that number of 
movements will decrease if a third-part-transporter is used. 

5.1 Methodology 
In this project the Random Interval Method (described in 2.1.5) is used the places are 
predetermined (the construction site) and the time for observation is random. The 
object of the frequency study is the localization of goods etc at building site. First a base-
plan was made, where all goods at the site were located and pointed out on a map. This 
map was divided into several areas to get more control over the site and it was also 
going to be easier for describing where certain goods were located. Outdoors the area 
was divided into ten sub-areas. Because of the buildings shape the indoor area was 
divided into house parts and “natural” zones which Figure 13 shows. It is four different 
house parts and two floors (floor 2 and 3) in the building and every house part is 
divided into three zones (A, B and C). Before the frequency study could begin 
observations were made on the building site to get more knowledge about the 
environment to avoid future issues.  

 
Figure 13 Areas, houses and zones. 
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5.1.1 Implementation  
The first day of the frequency study began with mapping goods that would become a 
base-plan for the rest of the study. Different types of goods were marked with different 
abbreviations and if possible the goods got an index number to separate them from 
other goods. Comments were made during the mapping phase and all data were 
transferred to an Excel document. This procedure was repeated for 15 measurement 
days in a time period of 29 days (20 labour days). Meaning that during the 29 day-
interval just 15 days was a part of the frequency study. When the second day of the 
study began goods were marked at the map with different colours according to their 
status like in Figure 14. If a goods had not moved it got a green mark, if it had moved the 
mark will be red. Blue marks symbolises new goods and black marks are containers. 

 
Figure 14 Example of marked goods on a map. 
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Goods that were not placed on a pallet or were together with other goods would not be 
marked (generally). Exceptions could be done if the goods were particular large or 
considered as important for the study. One example of these special cases was isolation 
pallets that were separated into smaller packets when they were transported into the 
building. These packets got marked even if they were not on a pallet. Goods that had not 
been marked because researchers missed them from start would not be included in the 
study if the goods were detected later on in the study. The same principle would be used 
if goods were found later on because of melting snow. 

5.1.2 Expected Results 
This method resulted in a study of how often a goods were moved (to be used or 
because they were in the way). These movements could be seen as unnecessary, time 
consuming. During the frequency study it was recognized that this time would generate 
high costs, see chapter 5.3.1. With a better APD-plan (Swedish, Arbetsplatsdisposition 
English, Workplace Disposal) and better communication with suppliers and transporters 
(among others) these unnecessary movements will hopefully decrease in numbers.  
 
This method requires that each area is easy to memorise if detection of eventual missed 
goods are found. It was not a large problem but it was an issue that could be solved with 
e.g. complemented photos. Therefore several photos have been taken at the site during 
this study and they were also used to show action that can be improved. Figure 15 
shows goods that have been placed inappropriately and will cause many movements.  

 
Figure 15 Goods that have been placed inapropriately. 

5.1.3 Surveys 
Interviews 
Two informal interviews have been made during a personal meeting where workers 
have estimated how long time it takes to move certain goods. It is important to 
understand that these interviews were just about estimations but they can be 
complemented with other studies to confirm them. Except these interviews discussions 
about logistic problems have been executed during the whole period of the study with 
the construction workers.  
 
Questionnaires: 
To get all workers involved in this study a questionnaire have been done where workers 
were asked to answer a couple of questions about searching for missing materials and 
movements at the construction site. This questionnaire was also done because data 
concerning finding materials were missing and this was an important data for the whole 
study. Some questions were asked for getting their opinion and others were asked for 
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getting estimations. In total there were four questions. The result of these questions is 
shown in chapter 5.3.3. The questions were: 

1. How many times a week do you need to move things that shall be mounted (like 
plaster boards, isolation material, etc)? 

2. How many times a week do you need to search for things to mount (or tools needed 
to mount)? 

3. How long time does it take to search for things to be mounted? 
4. How much goods per year do you think is damaged (during movement or during 

waiting time before mounting)? 

In the questionnaire the workers were also asked to give some comments about the 
logistic problems in the construction field in general, and at the construction site in 
particular. The questionnaire in total can be found in Appendix D (the questions are 
given in Swedish). 

5.2 Situation Analysis 
This situation analysis intends to describe how the different types of goods are handled 
at the construction site.  

5.2.1 Goods Descriptions 
Plaster boards (GI) 
There were different types of plaster boards but in this study every type has been 
merged. The most common type arrives in bundles that weighing one ton (more than 40 
boards). These plaster boards cannot be stored outdoors and they were usually ordered 
with ten or more bundles per delivery because of a discount. When they arrive to the 
construction site they were transported into the building with trailers one bundle at a 
time. Together with the plaster boards it usually arrived studs made of steel as well (SS) 
and they were stored both indoors and outdoors.    

Isolation (IS) 
This product is the most common isolation material at the construction site. When 
ordering isolation Peab indicates how much cover area they want and then the isolation 
arrives on pallets. On the pallets there are four bundles with five smaller packets of 
isolation material. There was a specific spot at the site for storage of this type of product 
and when isolation were needed indoor workers got out and transported bundles into 
the building with a trailer. 

Ventilation materials (VM) 
Materials for ventilation were goods that Peab was not responsible of. A sub-contractor 
works with ventilation and electronics installations at the construction site. The sub-
contractor handled deliveries on their own and also stored materials as they wished. 
This has resulted in small storages indoors. There was also ventilation pipes (VR) stored 
at the site both indoors and outdoors. 

Wood (VI) 
Wood was delivered in bundles and was supposed to be stored at specific spots at the 
construction site, but this material was stored at many places outdoors. Usually workers 
got out and picked wood pieces and transported them into the building without a trailer. 
In some rare cases wood piles got stored indoors. 
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5.3 Results of the Frequency Study 
Collected data have been transformed into marks on maps and into an Excel document. 
These data represents goods at the construction site and could have three different 
statuses depending on if it was moved or not and if it was new. Containers have also 
been noticed but were not counted together with the goods. This section will show how 
many goods that have been moved during 29 days (20 labour days) and how long time 
goods were stored at the site.  

5.3.1 Movements 
The total number of movements has been counted for both outdoors and indoors on 
both floors which Table 13 presents. This number has both been divided by the number 
of measurement days (15) and also by the number of labour days (20) to get knowledge 
about how many movements there were per day. The reason for presenting both these 
numbers (for 20 labour days and 15 measurement days) was that between the 
measurement days there were some movements that would not be noticed. 

Table 13 Movements. 

 
Outdoors Floor 2 Floor 3 Total 

Number of movements 39 101 169 309 

Number of movements /  
Number of measurement days (15) 

3 7 11 21 

Number of movements /  
Number of labour days (20) 

2 5 8 15 

During this study period a total of 427 goods have been noticed. The total number of 
goods was divided by the total number of movements that becomes a movement factor, 
which gives the ratio between number of goods and number of movements. With a total 
of 427 goods and 309 movements the movements factor becomes 0.72 and this factor 
describes how often one goods is moved during this study period. There are many 
different types of goods at the site and to present more detailed results of movement 
factor each type of goods has been studied individually. Table 14 presents the number of 
goods and the number of movements for each type of goods, with shares- and movement 
factors. Each product takes different time to move and these times are shown in Table 
17 in chapter 6.1.2 when costs are calculated. e.g. plaster boards takes 15 minutes 
(mean value) to move. Table 14 is sorted according to the movement factor 
(descending) and the abbreviations are explained at the next page. 
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Table 14 Different types of goods and their movement factors. 

Type of 
Goods 

Amount Share Movements Share 
Movement 

Factor 

GI 110 26 % 131 42 % 1,19 

CE 7 2 % 8 3 % 1,14 

PA 16 4 % 17 6 % 1,06 

CI 7 2 % 7 2 % 1,00 

Dö+SD 10 2 % 10 3 % 1,00 

SS 17 4 % 15 5 % 0,88 

VI 22 5 % 19 6 % 0,86 

VM+VR 32 7 % 24 8 % 0,75 

Nä 5 1 % 3 1 % 0,60 

Fö 9 2 % 4 1 % 0,44 

IS 114 27 % 50 16 % 0,44 

Others 53 12 % 17 6 % 0,32 

RO 18 4 % 3 1 % 0,17 

Rö 7 2 % 1 0 % 0,14 

Total 427 100 % 309 100 % 0,72 

 

Abbreviations: 
GI = Plaster boards 
CE = Cement  
PA = Paroc (isolation) 
CI = Clinker 
Dö + SD = Door and Steel door 
SS = Steel profiles 
VI = Wood 
VM + VR = Ventilation Material and –Pipe 
Nä = Net 
Fö = Window 
IS = Isover (isolation) 
RO = Rockwool (isolation) 
Rö = Pipe 

A comparison between the different types of shares shows that plaster boards (GI) have 
the highest share of movements (42 %) but are not the type of goods that represent the 
highest share of amounts (26 %). As could be seen the number of movements are higher 
than the number of goods for GI. This means that there is more GI moving than arriving 
(same GI bundled is moved one time or more). To visualize this result Chart 1 and Chart 
2 have been made. In these charts there are three types of goods represented and these 
types are chosen because they have the highest share of movements. Other goods are 
represented as “others” in the charts. 
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Chart 1 Share of goods. 

 
Chart 2 Share of movements. 

5.3.2 Inventory 
Because GI is the type of goods that generates most cost it is interesting to check how 
many GI-bundles that were located at the site and how long time they were stored. It 
was found during the study that there was a connection between inventory level of GI 
and the number of movements. Many of the GI-bundles were indexed and could 
therefore be followed during the study period. When the plastic cover was taken off the 
bundle it was not considered to be stored anymore (it was now being used and were not 
stored). The average storage time became eleven days and this time is underestimated 
because some bundles were stored before the study began and many bundles were 
stored after this study. Estimated storage time will therefore be approximately two 
weeks.  
 
To present an inventory level for GI all bundles have been counted per day for both 
outdoors and indoors. The mean values for the amount of stored bundles are; 7 
outdoors, 18 at the second floor and 36 at the third floor. This is presented in Chart 3.  
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Chart 3 Inventory proportion. 

During this study the inventory level changed and Chart 4 presents the inventory level 
for both outdoors and indoors during the study period. The accumulated level and the 
total mean value of GI-bundles (60) are also shown. 

 
Chart 4 Inventory level of plaster boards. 

 Number of days GI was stored (mean value): 11 
 Number of stored GI bundles outdoors (per day in mean value): 7 
 Number of stored GI bundles second floor (per day in mean value): 18 
 Number of stored GI bundles third floor (per day in mean value): 36 
 Number of stored GI bundles accumulated (per day in mean value): 60 
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5.3.3 Questionnaire Survey 
In total there were 15 answers on the questionnaire. Here are the results of question 1 
to 4 (the questions are also shown): 

1. How many times a week do you need to move things that shall be mounted (like 
plaster boards, isolation material, etc)? 

2. How many times a week do you need to search for things to mount (or tools needed 
to mount)? 

3. How long time does it take to search for things to be mounted? 
4. How goods per year do you think will be damaged (during movement or during 

waiting time before mounting)? 
 

1. 3.9 times , 
2. 2.7 times, 
3. 11.3 minutes, 
4. 10.0 accidents. 

The specified comments could be summarised as: 

“Plaster boards need better packaging and better protection edges (with lifting devices). 
More time for professions (e.g. “floor workers”) so they can finish-up before Peab´s workers 

could mount doors etc. and it is harsh to manage sub-contractors to keep the time 
schedule. Less time could be spent on searching for things if they arrive at the correct time. 

Harsh to estimate if damage has occurred, but much time could be saved if painter could 
improve their working procedure.” 

5.4 Analysis of Frequency Study 
The first thing to keep in mind is that unnecessary movements will never disappear 
totally but the vision is to minimize this kind of movements to be more cost effective. It 
is easy to say that certain goods shall be stored as near the place of montage as possible 
but a construction site is not structured in the same way as an industrial site. The 
construction site does not look the same during a period which makes it more difficult to 
have a good structure. Therefore it is difficult for the workers to predict were the goods 
shall be placed to avoid most of the movements in future.  
 
At this construction site there most movements were at the third floor and the reason 
for was that the most of the work were located there during this study period. It can be 
noticed that GI has the highest movement factor and there are several reasons for that. 
GI-bundles are many and heavy and are ordered in high amounts to get a discount. CE 
that also has a high movement factor is also heavy and when these goods were 
transported into the building they were placed near the entrance just to get rid of it as 
fast as possible. 
 
Some goods that shall be used outdoors were easier to store because there is more space 
outdoors and it will lead to less movements. When it comes to IS they are special 
because they were often stored outside to later be transported into the building when 
someone needs it. This procedure is good to use for this type of goods but for GI this 
method is not possible because the bundles cannot be stored outdoors (because plaster 
boards shall not be exposed to rain and snow etc). 
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VM+VR are example of goods that are ordered by a sub-contractor and they usually do 
not care about Peab when they store the goods. This is a problem and it is difficult to 
make an agreement where goods can be stored or not.  
 
The high number of GI at the construction site is very interesting because it is a clear 
connection between number of products and number movements. It becomes a problem 
when the construction phase depends on which floor the workers are working at. In this 
case 59 % of the GI was located at the third floor and it become very crowded at this 
floor because of the number of plaster boards. One other reason for the movement 
problems for GI was that GI-bundles were ordered with the minimum of ten bundles 
because Peab then got a discount. 
 
If a third-part-transporter is used it will probably be less movements of goods at the 
construction site. This is because the goods are supposed to be marked in a way that 
describes where it should be stored and also number of delivered items will be 
decreased. The site manager orders just the number of items he or she needs and the 
goods are also delivered Just in Time. This will decrease the total number of goods at the 
site and therefore will the number of unnecessary movements decrease also. 
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6. Cost Calculations and Cross Docking Analysis 

In this chapter the cost of sourcing and planning is calculated. An analysis of what the 
benefits of using Cross Docking Systems (like the third-part-transporter) is done. For 
analysis of different costs and benefits of using a DC probability of goods becoming damage 
is calculated. Probability of goods damage depends on how long time it has been at the 
construction site and not being mounted. 

6.1 Calculation of Costs 
In chapter 4 and 5 the results of the purveyance measurement and frequency study is 
presented. With these results it is now possible to calculate the cost of purveyance and 
movement of goods. 

6.1.1 Purveyance Costs 
When calculating the costs of purveyance it was not as simple as to multiply the source 
time with the labour salary and resource costs that must be rent for the purveyance. 
Instead it was necessary to know exactly how long time the truck has been on the 
construction site and how long time the wheel loader has been on the site. Then it was 
simple to analyze if a penalty fee (if the truck was on the site more than an hour) was 
added to the costs, and what the total cost of the wheel loader was (number of up-
started hours).  
 
After this it was important to analyze how long time one worker (or more) was engaged 
in the purveyance. Note that the same worker could be engaged in both the unloading 
and transfer of goods, therefore the total time was considered (also because as 
mentioned earlier the transfer and unloading could either occur parallel or 
sequentially). If the supplier had pronounced a certain time for delivery an extra “on 
time charge” were added. In (1) a formula for calculating the cost of a single purveyance 
is given. 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑒𝑒 +  𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡/𝑜𝑢𝑟 + 
+ 𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ∗ 𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡/𝑜𝑢𝑟 + 𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 +  

+ 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ∗ 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑦 (1) 

E.g. one of the purveyance that was observed had these specifics: 

 Truck time on site  = 1.33 hours 
 Wheel loader time on site  = 3.75 hours 
 Mobile crane time on site  = 0 hours 
 Labour time  =2 * 2.83 hours (2 workers were engaged in purveyance) 
 On time fee  = yes 

The given costs are: 

 Penalty fee  =  400 SEK/hour 
 Wheel loader cost  = 570 SEK/hour 
 Mobile crane cost = 750 SEK/hour 
 Salary  = 360 SEK/hour (including taxes etc) 
 On time fee  = 500 SEK 
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The cost for this purveyance was then (2): 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 400 + 4 ∗ 570 + 0 ∗ 750 + 2 ∗ 2.83 ∗ 360 + 500 ≈ 5 220 𝑆𝐸𝐾 (2). 

In Table 15 the total cost of all purveyances is presented and also the mean value cost 
for all purveyances. Not Attending in Table 15 means that the researchers were not 
attending during the purveyance (measurements comes from the consignee). The 
reason why there is such a clear difference between the mean value cost from attending 
and not attending is that the consignee has not considered movement times, as the 
researchers have. Another reason is that the consignee also observed smaller 
purveyances and the researchers did not. Therefore the mean value cost based on the 
purveyances attended by the researcher is more close to “reality”.  

Table 15 Costs Summary. 

Unloading Costs not Attending 

Labour Salary + Resource Costs: Penalty 
Fees: 

On-Time Costs: Total: 

20 520 2 400 2 000 24 920 

Number of observations: 27    

Unloading- and Movement Costs Attending 

Labour Salary + Resource Costs: Penalty 
Fees: 

On-Time Costs: Total: 

36 705 2 000 4 000 42 705 

Number of observations: 20    

Summary: 
Total 

(SEK): 
Per Purveyance 

(SEK):  

Costs for Consignee’s Measured 
Times: 

24 920 923 
 

Costs for Researchers’ Measured 
Times: 

42 705 2 135 
 

Penalty Fees: 4 400 90  

On-Time Costs: 6 000 122  

In Chapter 4.3 the administrative times of source (schedule and payment) were 
presented. In Motala it is the site manager’s responsibility to schedule the purveyances 
and pay the suppliers. The times are: 

 Schedule purveyance = 15 minutes, 
 Pay suppliers = 10 minutes. 

These times are a mean value of all purveyances and are about 25 minutes in total 
(based on interview with the site manager). With a salary of 368 SEK (including taxes 
etc) for the site manager the cost are 153 SEK per purveyance for the administrative 
part of sourcing. This means that the Cost to Source is about 2 288 SEK (2 135 + 153) for 
each purveyance.  
 
The Plan Cycle Time is also given in chapter 4.3. And with the salary of 368 SEK for the 
site manager and 340 SEK for the purchase manager the Cost to Plan is then 1 283 SEK.  

 Cost to Source  = 2 288 SEK 
 Cost to Plan  = 1 283 SEK 
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In Table 16 the costs for planning (Cost to Plan) are shown. 

Table 16 Cost to Plan. 

Cost to Plan (SEK) 1 283 

 - Identify Needs 368 

 - Identify Assets 368 

 - Balance Needs and Assets 490 

 - Establish Source Plan 57 

6.1.2 Movement Costs 
To calculate costs for the movements a time cost for the worker salary have been used. 
This salary is as presented earlier 360 SEK per hour and is multiplied with the time it 
takes to move a certain goods. To get the movement time discussions with workers have 
been held and together with them estimations about how long time it takes to move the 
goods have been done. This time includes the time to find a resource that is needed to 
transport the goods and also the time for a worker to interrupt his/her work.  
 
Movement times for GI, IS and VM+VR have especially been collected and except these 
types of goods other goods have been divided into “heavy goods” and “light goods”. If 
VM+VR or other heavy goods have been moved outdoors an alternative time has been 
used because a wheel loader has been involved when moving this type of goods which 
increases the movement time. If IS or other light goods have been moved a short 
distance it has also led to an alternative time because it does not take such a long time 
when moving this type of goods just a short distance. A total time will then be calculated 
to get a total cost. Sometimes more than just one worker was needed to move the goods 
and therefore the total cost is multiplied with 1.5 to get a more fair result. For IS and 
other light goods this last calculation is not necessary and therefore the cost with one 
worker is used for this type of goods. Table 17 presents the cost calculations where the 
total cost became almost 30 000 SEK for this period (29 days, 20 labour days) which is 
almost 1 000 SEK per day (1 500 SEK if 20 labour days is concerned).  

Table 17 Costs for 20 labour days. 

Type of Goods GI IS VM+VR 
Other 

(heavy) 
Other 
(light) 

Total 

Movement Time (h) 0.25 0.08 0.17 0.17 0.08 - 

Alternative Time (h) - 0.02 0.25 0.25 0.02 - 

Number of Movements 131 50 24 81 23 309 

Total Time (h) 32.75 3.37 3.50 15.75 1.92 57.28 

Total Cost (SEK) 11 790 1 212 1 260 5 670 690 20 622 

With 1.5 Worker (SEK) 17 685 - 1 890 8 505 - 29 982 

The cost calculations are reliable and it generates a relatively high cost/month and even 
if many movements cannot be avoided it is possible to earn a lot of money in this sector, 
e.g. if the number of movements are reduced with 1/3 it will reduce the movement cost 
with 10 000 SEK per month.  
 
From the questionnaire (see chapter 5.3.3) the total time searching for goods or 
equipment to mount goods with can be calculated by multiplying how often they have to 
search per week and how long time it takes per search. The cost for this is calculated by 
multiplying total search time with the labour salary. This cost arises to 183 SEK per 
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worker and week. If there is a mean of 30 workers per month the cost will be about 
21 967 SEK for 20 labour days. 

 Total cost for moving goods (20 labour days): 29 982 SEK, 
 Total cost for searching for goods and resources (20 labour days): 21 967 SEK. 

6.1.3 Probability of Damage 
Now when the costs of purveyance and unnecessary movements of goods are known, it 
could be interesting to find what the probability of goods damage is. If a severe damage 
occurs to goods a new purchase has to be done with a new purveyance etc. Roughly it 
could be said that the cost doubles, but it could be more due to the risk of the project to 
be delayed etc. Damage often occurs during movements and when goods are stored at 
the construction site. The probability distribution is generally and makes no difference 
according to which type of goods that are exposed to a risk.  
 
The reason for the calculation of goods damage is the same as the reason for the 
Frequency study presented in chapter 5. It is believed that number of accidents will 
decrease if the number of goods at the site is decreased. If a third-part-transporter is 
used the number of accidents will decrease, accidents occur more the longer a product is 
stored at the site. In future work if a DC (or third-part-transporter) is used it could be 
interesting to investigate if the number of accidents has decreased. This calculation of 
probability of goods damage could be seen as a basis for future work. 
 
The risk of a damage occurring to goods could be seen as a Poisson distribution, because 
the accidents are independently of the time since the last accident and occur with an 
average rate(3). 

𝑃 𝑋 = 𝑥 =
𝑒−𝜆 ∙ 𝜆𝑥

𝑥!
 (3) 

Where x is the number of accidents occurring to one goods, λ is the number of accidents 
per year. If a total of n accidents occurs then λ = n. The probability for no accidents 
occurring to one goods is then (4). 

𝑃 𝑋 = 0 = 𝑝0 =
𝑒−𝜆 ∙ 𝜆0

0!
= 𝑒−𝜆  (4) 

The probability for at least one accident occurring on one goods is the sum of all 
probabilities from one to infinity accidents occurring on one goods (5). 

𝑃 𝑋 ≥ 1 =  𝑝𝑖

𝑁→∞

𝑖=1

 (5) 

It is easy to realise that the sum of all possibilities must be one (6). 

𝑃 𝑋 ≥ 0 =  𝑝𝑖

𝑁→∞

𝑖=0

= 1 (6) 

This could be described as (7). 

𝑃 𝑋 ≥ 0 = 1 =  𝑝𝑖

𝑁→∞

𝑖=1

+ 𝑝0 =  𝑝𝑖

𝑁→∞

𝑖=1

+ 𝑒−𝜆  (7) 
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This gives that the probability for at least one accident to occur to one goods is (8). 

𝑃 𝑋 ≥ 1 =  𝑝𝑖

𝑁→∞

𝑖=1

= 1 − 𝑝0 = 1 − 𝑒−𝜆  (8) 

𝑃 𝑋 ≥ 1 = 1 − 𝑒−𝜆  (9) 

To get the distribution over time the Poisson distribution could be assigned a time 
variable t (10). 

𝑃 𝑋 = 𝑥, 𝑇 = 𝑡 =
𝑒−𝜆𝑡 ∙  𝜆𝑡 𝑥

𝑥!
 (10) 

With the same reasoning as described above the probability for the occurrence of at 
least one accident to one goods over a time period t is then (11). 

𝑃 𝑋 ≥ 1, 𝑇 = 𝑡 = 1 −
𝑒−𝜆𝑡 ∙  𝜆𝑡 0

0!
= 1 − 𝑒−𝜆𝑡  (11) 

𝑃 𝑋 ≥ 1, 𝑇 = 𝑡 = 1 − 𝑒−𝜆𝑡  (12) 

Chart 5 depictures how the probability of damage increases with time and total number 
of accidents per year.  

 
Chart 5 Probability of damage depending on number of accidents and days. 
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Based on the answers from the questionnaire and conversations with the team-foreman 
it could be said that the number of damages indoor is about ten per year and outdoor 
about two per year. In Chart 6 and 7 it is shown how the probability of damage increase 
with time.  

 
Chart 6 Probability of damage if total of ten accidents per year happens. 

 
Chart 7 Probability of damage if total of two accidents per year happens. 

E.g. if the number of accidents per year is two (λ = 2) and a goods is stored one month 
the probability of damage is 15.4 % (13). 

𝑃 𝑋 ≥ 1, 𝑇 = 1 12  = 1 − 𝑒−2∙1 12 = 1 − 𝑒−1
6 ≈ 0.154 (13) 

This could be seen in Chart 7.  
 
Formula (13) is based on a real case. There was a delivery of fire proof glass that was 
delivered one month earlier than scheduled and agreed on with the supplier. If the fire 
proof glass were placed inside the building the probability of damage is 56.5 % (14) (as 
could be seen in Chart 6). 

𝑃 𝑋 ≥ 1, 𝑇 = 1 12  = 1 − 𝑒−10∙1 12 ≈ 0.565 (14) 

Even if the fire proof glass is just stored one day the probability would be about 2.7 % of 
damage (if placed indoors). 
 
One last thing to point out is that the probability of damage differs between which types 
of goods that are concerned. A box of screws is less probable to suffer from damage 
compared to a big window. 

6.2 Analysis of Using Cross Docking 
The third-part-transporter serves as a Cross-Docking system (DC). The idea is that 
delivered goods from supplier will arrive at the DC. The goods will then be delivered to 
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the construction site when the site manager wants it. With this DC uncertainness from 
suppliers will be “caught”. This DC generates some costs, and the harsh thing is to find 
the cost reduction from the benefits with using a DC. 

6.2.1 DC Costs 
The costs of using a DC could be summed up into these categories: 

 An extra purveyance at the DC 
 Repacking costs etc 
 Inventory costs 
 Extra transports from DC to construction site 
 Administrative costs 
 A learning period at the beginning of the DC strategy 

As the DC serves as a hub an extra purveyance at the DC is inevitable. It is here where 
the verifications of goods are done; to see if it is damaged, all goods are delivered with 
the shipment, etc. The repacking activity exists so the goods to the construction site are 
packed as the site manager wants it. E.g. doors are often delivered standing up but in 
this form they cannot be transferred through doorways and should therefore be 
delivered lying down. Suppliers are rarely interested in packing the goods as the site 
manager wants it and thus this repacking activity is needed. This repacking is probably 
going to be time consuming due to goods from suppliers tends to be packed and shipped 
randomly. From invoices from the third-part-transporter it could be found that the 
purveyance and repacking cost is about 3 000 SEK for all goods in an order. 
 
To have a time buffer to the construction site the goods must be stored. This inventory 
time reduces the probability of bad effects caused by delays etc due to late deliveries 
from suppliers or even damaged goods or some goods are missing. Inventory costs from 
the third-part-transporter is about 1 000 SEK for all goods in an order. 
 
Another extra cost due to using a DC is the cost of transports from DC to the 
construction site. Probably the number of transports will be higher compared with the 
situation of direct delivers from suppliers. The reason for this is that the site manager 
does not want all goods to come at the same time. Instead he or she wants it to be 
portioned out over a time period so there are not too many goods at the site at the same 
time. This increases the transport cost but also the purveyance cost. The third-part-
transporter bills about 4 000 SEK per transport to Motala (about 100 SEK per 10 km). 
 
To start and maintain a DC some extra costs is assigned to the DC cost. The amount of 
this cost is unknown to the researchers but ought to be fairly high. To maintain a DC an 
administrative cost is needed. At the beginning there will also be some learning period 
costs. Example of these costs could be because of a missed verification of goods and 
thereby miss a damaged goods etc.  
 
A simple model of using a DC could then be described as (15) where n is number of 
transports and X is the sum of all other costs. 

𝐷𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑦𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 ∙ 𝑛 + 𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 
= 3 000 + 1 000 + 4 000 ∙ 𝑛 + 𝑋 = 4 000 ∙  1 + 𝑛 + 𝑋 (15) 
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As an example consider this; at 23rd of April a delivery of doors were done (with a third-
part-transporter). The unloading time was about 1 hour and movement time about 4 
hours. A wheel loader (570 SEK/h) and about 2.5 workers (360 SEK/h per worker) were 
engaged in the unloading and transfer. Totally about 5 transports from the third-part-
transporter will be done with doors. If the times are the same for all deliveries the total 
cost of purveyance will be (16). 

𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑦𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 5 ∙  1 ∙ 570 + 2.5 ∙ 4 ∙ 360 = 20 850 𝑆𝐸𝐾 (16) 

If the doors would be delivered directly from the supplier it could be roughly said 
(based on interviews with workers and the site manager) that number of 
deliveries/purveyances would be about 2 and the unloading time about 2 hours and the 
movement time would at least be doubled (8 hours). The cost of the purveyance of doors 
not using DC could then be as (17). 

𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑦𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 2 ∙  2 ∙ 570 + 2.5 ∙ 8 ∙ 360 = 16 680 𝑆𝐸𝐾 (17) 

To sum it up the cost of using DC for the doors could be as described in (18). 

𝐷𝐶 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑠 = 3 000 + 1 000 + 4 000 ∙ 5 + 20 850 + 𝑋 = 44 850 + 𝑋 𝑆𝐸𝐾 (18) 

The costs described above are the costs that are easy to find. It is not that easy to find 
and calculate the cost reduction of the benefits with using a DC. In chapter 6.2.2 an 
attempt to describe and analyse the cost reduction of the benefits with using a DC is 
done a qualitative way. The cost reductions are harsh to estimate (if not even impossible 
in this short period of time) and instead more research is needed. In section 6.2.2 
suggestions of what to study (and how) will be given. 
 
The costs described above should be taken with some caution. 44 850 SEK could sound 
allot compared to 16 680 SEK for not using a DC but as will be described in chapter 6.2.2 
there is allot of cost reductions that could be obtained by using a DC. These DC cost 
reductions could be seen as a cost assigned to not using a DC, so the cost of not using a 
DC should be 16 680 + Y SEK which probably not far away from the cost of 44 850 SEK 
for using a DC. Y should therefore be greater than 28 170 SEK (44 850 – 16 680) for the 
DC concept to be profitable (concerning the door-case).  

6.2.2 DC Benefits and Cost Reduction 
Now when the costs of using a DC are known it is of interest to sum up the benefits of 
using a DC. The benefits could be summed up to these categories: 

 Time reduction at purveyance 
 Time reduction at the mount phase 
 It could be easier to plan working times and deliveries 
 Avoid extra costs at purveyance, e.g. penalty costs 
 Less risk of goods damage 
 Less risk of goods movements 
 Less risk for delays 
 Easier to verify the goods 
 Flexibility 
 (Transports of their own) 
 Consolidation 
 Avoid multiple deliveries 
 Greater assurance in delivery performances  
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First thing to mention is that the costs of using a DC will probably not be refunded in the 
first year or first project that the DC is assigned to. The benefits and cost reductions will 
most likely be obtained within some years and after several projects. The time period 
could be years or even decades. The reason for this is because the first project will suffer 
from many different “childhood diseases”. E.g. transports and purveyances are not as 
smooth as supposed but with some practices it could be better. This is the fundamental 
problem with logistics; it is easy to find the costs but not so easy to find the cost 
reductions. The benefits pointed out above are examples of cost reductions that could 
appear after some time with a DC. Here follows a description of each point. 
 
The first point is about time reduction at the purveyance at the site. In chapter 6.2.1 the 
purveyance cost of using a DC and not using a DC is calculated. As could be seen the time 
for both leased resources (e.g. wheel loaders) and labour time will dramatically decrease 
(for the situation with doors from the third-part-transporter the time was halved). The 
negative point is that number of transports will increase when using a DC and therefore 
the number of purveyances. Another thing is that purveyance at the DC is also needed. 
These extra costs could though be refunded with better work rhythm for the workers. 
E.g. they do not need to drop their tools and with no time of preparation start to unload 
trucks etc. 
 
When it comes to mounting the time will probably decrease to. This is based on the fact 
that with a DC the goods are noted with descriptions of where the goods are to be 
mounted later on. Due to that the goods are already at the right place in the building the 
workers do not need to search everywhere for the goods. Another improvement is that 
the goods do not need to be unpacked and relocated as it is now. This is because the DC 
repacks everything so the same goods to the same part of the building are on the same 
pallet. As it is now the workers have to unpack the pallets and figure out where the 
products should be and then to move them to the correct location, that is very time 
consuming. In future work the time of mounting could with ease be measured both for 
goods that did not come from a DC and goods that did come from a DC. This could serve 
as the time reduction of using a DC. 
 
About planning procedures it is easier for the site manager to plan when the workers 
should work with a delivery, due to the time assurance from DC. It is also easier to plan 
when purveyances should occur. The cost reduction for this is not easy to estimate, but 
one way could be by calculating the time needed for planning a delivery and see if the 
cost decreases with the use of a DC. 
  
Another good thing with a DC is that the penalty fee to transporters, if the truck has to 
be at the site for more than an hour, will be reduced. As it is now the Motala site pays 
about 95 SEK per purveyance in penalty fee (95 SEK is a mean value where the total cost 
of all penalties is divided by all measured purveyances). With a DC and with own 
transports penalty fee will not exist.  
 
As described in chapter 6.1.3 regarding probability of damage it could be seen that the 
probability of damage decreases the closer to the mounting day the goods arrives. If the 
goods arrive too early the probability of damage will increase. Roughly it could be said 
that the amount of money assigned to the goods will double. The site has to pay the 
insurance deductibles and an extra purveyance. It is difficult to estimate the cost of any 
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delay in work or that the workers have to do other chores that would otherwise not 
have been made if the goods were not damaged. It is very hard to estimate these costs 
but it is easy to understand that it is quite expensive and every action of reducing the 
probability of damage will be of benefit. In future work the historical costs that have 
been raised due to damage could be investigated so the use of DC could be analysed even 
better.  
 
Another problem with goods arriving too early is that they probably have to be moved. 
In chapter 6.1.2 the cost of movements is presented. Regarding plaster boards the cost 
per month is almost 18 000 SEK (in Motala). If the plaster boards arrives in amounts 
that are manageable at the construction site and when the site manager wants it, the 
number of movements (and thereby the costs) could be decreased. One harsh thing is to 
purchase as many plaster boards that are really needed at the construction site, to the 
DC. Probably some kind of prediction of demand of plaster boards at the construction 
site has to be done. If all plaster boards are purchased at the same time they have to be 
stored at the DC with some inventory costs.  
 
Another way is to order the exact amount of plaster boards that the site manager needs. 
But as it is now plaster boards are equipped with a quantity discount if the order is 
greater than 10 000 kg. So if the site manager only needs 9 000 kg than the ordered 
amount must be 9 000 kg and not 10 000 kg. The discount will be lost but if 10 000 kg is 
ordered then 1 000 kg must be stored until next order from the site manager comes. In 
the future the total discount of plaster boards could be calculated. It would also be of 
interest to try to analyse how many plaster board that are ordered over 10 000 kg just 
to get the discount, but the real need was less than 10 000 kg. This discount profit could 
then be compared to storage of extra unneeded plaster boards. If the inventory cost (and 
even movement cost) is greater than the discount profit it is not worth to order 10 000 
kg of plaster boards if the need is less than 10 000 kg.  
 
Regarding delays of trucks the situation at the construction site now is that occasionally 
trucks do not arrive at the day or time that is agreed. For those occasions a wheel loader 
has been leased for 570 SEK per every up-started hour. The workers and consignee have 
been in more or less standby, until the truck would show up. This is very costly and with 
a DC those delays could be reduced.  
 
SCOR says that in all purveyance a verification of goods should be done. With a 
verification transport damage and if the “number of products” is incorrect could be 
found. The lack of verification at the construction site as it is now has led to that 
incorrect type of goods has been unloaded. Product type A was ordered but product type 
B was delivered. This was not noticed until the truck was completely unloaded. The 
goods had to be returned even though the goods were really needed. With a DC and a 
time gap before the goods will arrive at the construction site these error would be 
noticed and new goods could be ordered without any greater cost. At the site the 
workers knows that the goods from DC are the correct one and do not need to think 
about that. With a DC just one verification should be necessary (at the DC). In this 
verification all important points are checked. But it could be good with a smaller 
verification at the construction site to be sure that correct goods have arrived. Although, 
if an extra verification is really needed at the site the DC verification is not done in a 
proper way and should be reviewed. 
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Another positive thing with a DC is that the construction site will become more flexible 
in time. Many things could happen at a construction site that makes it desirable to 
reschedule purveyances. E.g. floor workers are not done and goods need to be moved 
over the floor etc. The site manager is free to reschedule purveyances on short notice if a 
DC is used. The profit for this kind of flexibility is harsh to estimate but it is of great 
benefit for the construction site and the site manager. 
 
It is described above that with a DC the transport cost will be higher. On one hand the 
number of transports from the DC to the construction site will be more than if the 
transport came directly from the supplier. On the other hand the price for the product 
already includes a transport fee from supplier to either the DC or the site. One way to 
reduce this cost is to analyze the possibility to pay for a transport of their own from the 
supplier to the DC, and negotiate with the supplier of just paying for the products and 
not the transport fee. That means instead of using LOK (Swedish: Lastat Olossat Köpare) 
HOS (Swedish: Hämtat Olastat Säljare) is used. LOK and HOS are trade terms for the 
construction field. LOK means that the supplier is responsible for loading the goods and 
transport it to the construction site but not responsible for unloading it. HOS means that 
the construction site has their own transport and collects and loads the goods at the 
supplier. If the included transport fee in the price is greater than the cost for having a 
transport, which Peab is responsible for, that could be of interest. One thing to 
remember is the insurance question. It might not be possible to do so because the 
product has a specific kind of insurance that requires the supplier to transport the 
products themselves. 
 
Another way of decreasing the costs when there are an increased number of transports 
is to consolidate orders. That could be done both from the suppliers and from the DC to 
the construction site. If Peab is responsible for the transport from supplier to the DC it 
could be possible to load goods from another supplier if space is available on the truck. 
This is also possible to do with transports from the DC to the construction site. It could 
be possible and desirable to load two types of goods on the same transport to the site to 
decrease the number of transports. It will be possible for all construction sites within a 
region to use the DC. Inventory could be used for storing goods for all sites and 
consolidation of transports for several sites can be done. 
 
When it comes to avoid multiple deliveries it means that the site manager could plan the 
deliveries so that not two transports arrive at the same time, and thereby clogs up the 
purveyance area. This is especially of interest if it is possible to engage the sub-
contractors into the DC concept. The cause now for multiple deliveries at the same time 
is because the sub-contractors do not communicate with the site manager about when 
their deliveries will appear. If the sub-contractor has to order via the DC too those 
situations could be avoided. 
 
Regarding assurance in purveyance it is hard to estimate these values. With assurance it 
is meant that the site manager knows that the transport will come and that it will be 
correct etc. What, in monetary aspects, is it worth that the site manager and the workers 
know that the transport will come and be correct? The work rhythm might be better, 
and the site manager and the workers might be more pleased. During the research the 
researchers have got a feeling that the workers are more pleased with deliveries from 
the third-part-transporter. One of many comments has been “It is so good that the 
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pallets are marked with information of where it should be located in the building! We 
don’t have to unpack and spend several minutes or maybe hours to figure out where it 
should be located, or even who ordered it”. What are those feelings worth in monetary 
terms? 
 
As mentioned the above plausible cost reductions are hard to estimate monetary. But 
some of them are possible and other needs a little more time than is available in this 
project. But one has to remember as with many logistic solutions they are of long-term 
strategy and the cost reduction results might come after some time and not during a 
single project or year. 
 
It was described in chapter 6.2.1 that the amount of all cost reductions concerning the 
case where doors were delivered to the construction site via a DC system should be 
about 28 170 SEK. This means that all above described potential benefits should have a 
cost reduction of about 28 170 SEK for the DC concept to be profitable for the door-case. 
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7. Analysis and Best Practice Suggestions 

This is the concluding chapter with analysis of the logistic situation at the construction site 
in Motala and at Peab. The Best Practice section suggests actions that can be done to 
improve the logistic situation at Peab. Lastly a section with suggestions of future work 
gives ideas of what to do next and what problems that were accounted in this project.  

7.1 Analysis of SCOR Implementation in the Construction Field 
The SCOR reference model is primarily developed for the industrial field. But during 
recent year research of implementing SCOR into the construction field has been under 
progress. One of the aims in this examination work was to analyze how well SCOR can be 
adapted by the construction field as it is now. If adaption of recent industrial-SCOR 
cannot be done suggestions of what parts of SCOR should be changed for a coming 
construction-SCOR. 
 
The changes on industrial-SCOR the researchers have found that should be done are: 

 Implement a “Return Resource” process, 
 Changes in the current Return processes, 
 Implement a “Source Resource” and “Deliver Resource” process, 
 Implement a “Plan Resource” process, 
 Implement a “% of Notify in Time” metric, 
 Implement a “% of On-Time Delivery” metric. 

7.1.1 Implement Plan, Source, and Return of Resource Processes 
A big difference between the industrial field and the construction field is how resources 
are handled. While the industries often tend to have necessary resources at the site the 
construction field does not. This means that resources (like wheel loaders for 
purveyance and trailers etc for mounting) must be leased. When leasing resources there 
is a planning that must be done. Questions like “which vendors to use”, “when do we 
need it”, “how much of it do we need” etc must be answered and plans based on the 
answers on these questions can be done. 
 
As it is now when a wheel loader is needed for purveyance the site manager calls a 
nearby wheel loader leaser. He tells which day (often the next day) and which time he 
wants it. The wheel loader is then at the site at the desired day and time. The time the 
site manager wants the wheel loader is based on the time provided by the supplier 
(when a delivery is supposed to take place). The wheel loader driver bills for the 
number of up-started hours and can come to the site without any administrative 
complications (like notifications, purveyance etc). If the wheel loader driver is mindful 
and a good relationship exist between the driver and the site the driver will only bill for 
the hours that the construction site has used it, and bills the sub-contractor if they have 
used the wheel loader. But often the construction site also pays for the time the sub-
contractors have used the wheel loader, better planning between the wheel loader 
leasing firm, the sub-contractors, and the construction site is needed.  
 
When it comes to trailers, scaffolding etc they are very special. Trailers, wheelbarrows, 
and sky lifts are often hired by a leasing firm. They could even be replaced or withdrawn 
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without any further notifications. If that occurs, the current action where the trailers etc 
are used must be stopped. A wheel loader must be hired at short notice for purveyance 
of the new resources. The older ones are also returned at the same time. This is very 
time consuming and better planning with the supplier of this kind of material is needed. 
 
Scaffoldings are often handled by a sub-contractor and are sourced and returned by 
themselves. The scaffoldings are disassembled and placed in piles on the ground at the 
building. Transporters are hired (without any further knowledge by the site manager). 
Also here better planning is needed. 
 
As it is now it is quite hard to measure times and costs because there is no standardized 
way to do it. In future the Plan, Source, and Return of resource process must be analyzed 
and implementation of level 2 and 3 processes is needed. When it comes to level 2 and 3 
it is an idea to implement new a level 2 process (Source/Deliver Return Resource) under 
the level 1 processes Source Return and Deliver Return. Level 3 processes could then be a 
revised form of the other level 3 processes under Source Return and Deliver Return. The 
level 3 processes under the new level 2 Source Return Resource process could be: 

 Identify Resource Return Needs, 
 Disposition of Resource, 
 Request Resource Return Authorization, 
 Schedule Resource Shipment, 
 Return Resource. 

At the delivery side the new level 2 process would be Deliver Return Resource and the 
level 3 processes could be: 

 Authorize Resource Return, 
 Schedule Resource Return Receipt, 
 Receive Resource, 
 Transfer Resource. 

These points are just suggestions and further research is needed. 
 
When it comes to the level 1 process Source the new level 2 process would be called 
Source Resource. The new level 3 processes could be: 

 Schedule Resource Deliveries, 
 Receive Resource, 
 Verify Resource, 
 Transfer Resource, 
 Authorize Supplier Payment. 

As with Return Resource these points are just suggestions and further research is 
needed. 
 
At the supplier side the delivery process (level 1 Deliver) would have the level 2 process 
Deliver Resource. The level 3 processes will not be described in detail because the aim of 
this project has been more focused on the source side. Deliver Resource needs further 
research before new level 3 processes can be suggested.  
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Regarding the level 2 process Plan Return which already includes the planning of 
different returns it just need a slight modification. The thing needed is to clarify that also 
returns of resources is included. 
 
Future Source, Make, and Deliver processes that include resources as wheel loaders etc 
need a deep investigation. The reason for this is that resources are used in another way 
than regular commodities and objective specific material. E.g. wheel loaders are hired 
(delivered from vendor and sourced at the construction site) and later on returned. But 
the wheel loader is not within a regular Make process instead it is used under the 
purveyance phase. For trailers etc they are also hired and later on returned but under 
the Make process they are not “mounted” instead they are used as tools to mount other 
products. So Source, Make, and Deliver for those types of “products” must be object for 
further research. Therefore the new level 3 processes suggested above are just 
suggestions.  

7.1.2 Implementation of “% of Notify in Time” Metric 
As the construction sites not often have their own wheel loaders etc. notifications from 
transporters is very much needed. Often the supplier and the construction site manager 
are agreed on which day a delivery is thought to take place, and not so often which 
specific time. The transporters often refuse to give an exact time and the site manager is 
left to hire a wheel loader on a specific day but without the knowledge at which time. 
Wheel loaders could be hired from 07:00 a clock but the truck does not arrive until 
15:00 a clock. Wheel loaders are then often sent back to the leasing firm and hired in 
short times when the truck arrives. This could be done back and forth and sometimes 
wheel loaders are not hired until the truck arrives which could lead to penalty fee if the 
unloading time is more than one hour. 
 
As could be understand it is very important with notification from the transporters. If 
the transporter calls (or something like that) like two hours before he arrives (or the 
day before) the site manager has the time to hire wheel loaders etc. One could think that 
the transporters calls the site manager if a problem occurs, they do not! It is often the 
site manager who has to call the supplier to ask who the transporter for the purveyance 
is. Then he has to call the transporter and asks where the goods are. This is not cost 
effective and if it is before 08:00 the suppliers and transporters telephone support are 
not open. So notification should be done both if the delivery goes as planned or not.  
 
The conclusion is that in the future construction-SCOR a % of Notify in Time for each 
transporter is needed to track. With the knowledge of how often and not often 
notifications take place by a transporter improvements can be done. A big transporter in 
Sweden told the site manager at a meeting that they thought every construction site had 
their own wheel loader and did not have to hire one every time there is purveyance.  
 
Another interesting thing is the different view of what “notify” means for different actors 
in the field. For Peab notify means that the transporter or supplier should in some sense 
contact (e.g.) the site manager within one to two hours before delivery. Some suppliers 
told Peab that notify for them means that they have put the goods on the cargo berth 
and wait for it to be picked up by the transporter. One transporter told Peab that for 
them notify means that Peab must specifically order a notification. Then the goods are 
stored in a warehouse at the transporter to be verified etc (which they of course charge 
for). These are three different ways of looking at notifications, probably more exists. It is 
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clearly a hard thing to standardize notification when all actors have their own definition 
of notification.  

7.1.3 Implementation of “% of On-Time Delivery” Metric 
This is an extension of the previous discussed metric % of Notify in Time. Often are 
suppliers and site managers agreed on which day a delivery is going to take place. This 
means that in SCOR the Delivery Performance to Customer Commit Date metric should be 
based on if the truck arrives at the correct day, sometimes even weeks are agreed. Of 
course in the future agreement should be based on hours and not days or weeks. But 
this is far from how it is now in the construction field. 
 
One interesting thing is that some suppliers and transporters give the site manager the 
opportunity to pay extra for them to arrive at an exact time. Meaning that you as a 
customer have to pay them extra for them to do the correct thing from the beginning! 
During the observations at the construction site in Motala the researchers start to see a 
pattern. Those transports that were On-Time scheduled (and extra paid) did not often 
arrive at those times. Meaning that the site manager paid the supplier extra for not 
showing up!  
 
For this reason it would be of interest to implement a % of On-Time Delivery metric. This 
means that if a delivery is On-Time scheduled and also arrives at the scheduled time this 
% of On-Time Delivery becomes true for that transport. In total the percent of how many 
transports that were On-Time scheduled and also arrived at that time will be given.  

7.2 Best Practices 
During the time of this project many ideas of how the logistic situation at a construction 
site could be better were developed. Many ideas were developed by the researchers 
themselves, but some of the ideas are developed by different people at the construction 
site. Below is a list of 33 suggestions without a particular ranking. 

1. Specific allocation of goods and resources, 
2. Better communication with sub-contractor about purveyance and inventory, 
3. Balance transport costs and inventory costs so optimum amount of goods is 

ordered, 
4. Marking, repacking and consolidate goods with use of DC, 
5. A tent for inventory, 
6. Conduct a Delivery Identification Number for better and more simple  verification, 
7. Better documentation of what products that are ordered, 
8. More developed system for Blue-Prints, that changes over time, 
9. Develop PIA so all commodities and objective specific materials are included, 
10. If DC is used the site manager must have knowledge about inventory levels etc, 
11. Return of defect and redundant  goods as fast as possible, 
12. Introduce cameras on the construction site area, 
13. Better contact with the architect, 
14. Better relationship with suppliers so they are willing to pack as wanted from the 

beginning and with packaging that is wanted, 
15. Introduce trolleys for plaster boards that could handle the pressure, 
16. Introduce a wheel loader of their own at the construction site, 
17. Overall better cleaning at the construction site, 
18. Hire a worker with the specific role as a consignee, 
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19. Introduce a coordination system of purveyance to minimize multiple purveyances 
at the same time, 

20. The system with documents (order confirmation, consignment-note, shipping 
documentation, invoices) must be more simple for outsiders, 

21. Introduce a standard for signage, 
22. Introduce compulsory goods verification, 
23. Introduce On-Time ordering, 
24. Better evaluation of suppliers and also keep it in mind in next procurement, 
25. Take weather and other factors in concern when planning a purveyance, 
26. Backorders should have a specific time slot for purveyance, 
27. Introduce an useful and spacious unloading area (maybe a zone near the truck  

where goods could be place a short time to avoid penalty fee), 
28. The gate to the purveyance area should be closed all the time except from when 

unloading is in progress, 
29. Finish a purveyance before break, 
30. Better information about what is coming, in which quantity and weight for all parts 

in purveyance, 
31. Charge sub-contractors if they use Peab’s resources, 
32. A contact person at the suppliers would be desirable, 
33. Peab must be more demanding towards their suppliers. 

7.2.1 Purveyance 
This is the main area for Best Practises (BP) where the researchers have focused their 
work on and found most of the BP to be applied. A specific consignee should be working 
at every larger construction site to manage purveyances and to have contact with 
suppliers. The consignee should make the orders, pay the bills, verify goods, and of 
course take care of monitoring delivery performance. If a delivery is late the consignee 
shall be responsible of contacting suppliers and transporters to plan new deliveries. This 
will make the work easier for the site manager which then does not has to deal with 
these kinds of issues any more. The consignee should have knowledge about logistics 
issues and get the responsibility for all purveyances including keeping the gate open 
only when a delivery arrives. Coordinate incoming transports is another part of the 
consignee´s responsibility. This means that the consignee should be “every one’s 
consignee” at the site including sub-contractors. With this consignee and his/her tasks it 
will surely lead to a better value on Perfect Order Fulfilment metrics, reducing Source 
and Plan cycle times.  
 
Another suggestion with high potential to reduce costs is the idea of a specific allocation 
of goods and resources indoors (se chapter 7.2.7). This suggestion will reduce the 
number of movements and it will also be easier for the workers to find goods or 
equipment if they have a specific place to search at.  
 
Introducing standards for signage will help transporters when they arrive to the 
construction site. To get the goods delivered at the correct place is important and good 
signage will contribute to a reduction of incorrectly unloaded goods (at the wrong place) 
and make the chauffeur less confused.  
 
The best scenario would be if an incoming delivery arrives just before it is planned to 
mount that specific goods.  This is not a realistic goal in the construction field but 
incoming deliveries should be planned and arrived at a specific time to avoid surprises 
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for the consignee and others. Without a certain time it is impossible to predict when a 
wheel loader should be hired. Notifications are therefore important. If there occur some 
problems at the construction site that affects the purveyance Peab needs to notify the 
supplier/transporter that they cannot receive any goods before the problem is solved. 
Good notifications will reduce waiting times for wheel loader and workers engage in the 
purveyance. 
 
Backorders must have a specific time slot for delivery because it is crucial to know when 
delayed goods are thought to be arrived. The whole construction project could be 
delayed. If there is space for an area near the truck for unloading goods it should be 
unloaded there to avoid penalty fees from the transporter. The purveyance area should 
be big and be located such as few interruptions (multiple deliveries etc) as possible 
occurs. To conclude it is meant that the area for purveyance should be big so unloading 
could be done without any problems and interfering. When working with purveyance 
every worker should have information about how they can perform this work and be 
aware of what costs that could be avoided, e.g. if one purveyance is about to be finished 
it is not appropriate to take a break. This example may lead to an extra hour payment to 
the hired wheel loader.  
 
In Figure 16 and 17 it is shown how purveyance can be done and where the goods is 
placed afterwards. 

Figure 16 Purveyance including cement. 

 
Figure 17 The place where the cement was transferred to. 

7.2.2 Communications 
Communication with suppliers, transporters, sub-contractors, the architect, and leasing 
companies is important because it will prevent future errors. In the construction field it 
is especially important because of the high number of actors.  
 
Peab needs to be more demanding towards their suppliers because as it is now it will 
not lead to any improvements when both parts have created a cooperation that reminds 
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of a friend relationship. It is difficult to be harsh against a friend and with the words like; 
“next time it will be me that make a mistake” there will never be any improvements. 
Peab cannot continue to accept that some suppliers repeat their mistakes because it will 
cost Peab a lot of money in the end. If a supplier has not fulfilled their task appropriate it 
is always possible to change the supplier for the next project (see more in chapter 7.2.3).  
 
It is impossible to avoid all mistakes that can occur and if a mistake will occur it is 
important to have contact details for every supplier. The suppliers have to be notified as 
soon as possible about mistakes to be able to correct them in time or to make the impact 
less severe. Communication with the supplier is also important for getting the goods 
packed as Peab wants it. This will reduce the time for goods being transferred into the 
building and should be transferred as close as possible to the final destination where it 
will be mounted.  
 
Communications with the sub-contractor about purveyances and storage allocations 
prevents unnecessary movements of goods and waiting times, if two incoming deliveries 
will occur at the same time. Peab needs to explain where the sub-contractors can store 
their goods already from the beginning of the project. Coordination of Peab´s and sub-
contractor’s work has to go on continuously.  The sub-contractors are not allowed to use 
Peab´s hired resources (e.g. wheel loader) without paying for them. This happens, 
however, relative often and it is hard to control it. Peab has to charge the sub-
contractors for these kinds of misused resources.   
 
There is a common problem with the blue-prints that the architect has created, because 
changes in the construction occur often. The main issue is that the architect does not 
know that much about constructions and when the workers find a problem in the blue 
prints they need to change it which leads to new versions of the blue-print. 
Communications between the site manager and the architect is necessary to get minimal 
errors at the initial blue-print. The purchaser needs to be the link between the architect 
and the supplier to tell the architect what is reasonable to get from the supplier. If a 
supplier cannot supply Peab with a three meter high window for example, then the 
architect cannot design the building with a three meter high window. The architect 
needs to know his/her limitations.     
 
Information about incoming goods needs to get reached by the consignee and other 
workers at the site. This information could be the amount of goods or how much the 
goods weight. If the consignee and other workers know this it will be easier for them to 
plan their work. Very heavy goods have to be carried with help of several workers for 
example and these workers have to be notified about this kind of incoming delivery.  

7.2.3 Documentations 
This part can help Peab to improve oneself and to get better control over their incoming 
goods. When the researchers checked if the correct number of goods had arrived they 
discovered that it was not easy to find what Peab had ordered. It needs some 
documentation about exactly how much Peab have ordered from every supplier. At the 
construction site in Motala there is a plan of scheduled deliveries so everyone can see 
the plan of incoming deliveries which is good but more information about every 
incoming delivery could be saved in an Excel sheet for example. One idea is to give every 
incoming delivery an identification number to find it easier later on.   
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Even the documents from suppliers should be recreated and be more simplified. The 
number of invoices could probably be reduced and all suppliers need to have 
standardization for delivery dates. As it is now they do not indicate when a delivery 
reaches the construction site which is the interesting part for Peab. And every supplier 
has their own documentation system which makes it more difficult for Peab to 
understand the shipping documents.   
 
Regarding architectural documentations it was described in chapter 7.2.2 how architects 
make blue-prints that have to be changed many times during the construction period. 
This is a big problem for Peab and a system that can deal with all changes would be 
necessary to implement. One example of a system that can be used is where costs and 
times are included in the blue-print. With this kind of blue-print it could be seen how the 
construction develops over time and in costs. Another system could be of including a 
third dimension to the blue-print. The problem however is not the documentation the 
problem is the communication (or lack of communication) with the architect. The 
architect is not willing to cooperate with the project manager and site manager, and 
when the budget limit is reached the site manager has to make changes in purveyance of 
design objective goods, but should have an agreement from the architect (who was not 
willing to cooperate). In other countries around Europe and the rest of the world the 
architect is much more involved in the construction and are often at the site to get 
knowledge if there is any problems regarding the blue-prints etc. This is not common in 
Sweden.   
 
When it comes to evaluation of suppliers Peab evaluates their suppliers after each 
construction project (but not always). However, evaluations needs to be done more 
often and with some grading involved. A supplier with a low grade should not be used in 
the next project. However there are contracts etc that prevents Peab from changing 
suppliers. These contracts need to be more flexible in the future. When deciding 
suppliers grading from the evaluation system should be used and a visit to the suppliers 
(that have indicated a bid for the project) should be done. When evaluating (before and 
after projects) the suppliers should get their grades so they know what to be better in 
and to know what they are good at.  

7.2.4 Purchases 
Purchasers at Peab have the task to purchase goods with the aim to minimize the 
purchase cost. This is not enough because the purchased goods will generate more cost 
after it has been purchased. Unnecessary movements cost time and money and the 
purchaser should take this in mind before purchasing goods. It will be a balance 
between purchase costs and inventory costs in the end and somewhere between these 
costs there should be an optimum. The system PIA has to include more kinds of goods, 
both commodities and objective specific materials. A development is under progress 
nowadays. 

7.2.5 Cross Docking 
In chapter 6 there is an analysis of DC implementation. This is a future strategy with 
many possible improvements. If the goods are marked and packed correct it will reduce 
the time it takes to move the goods in to the final destination where it will be mounted. 
With a DC it will also generate a better delivery performance. A smaller version of a DC 
is to have an inventory tent at the construction site and this will probably work well for 
some construction sites. This improvement suggestion is very popular according to the 
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workers. But it does not necessary need to be better with an inventory tent. It is possible 
that the tent gets full and no one knows what is in the tent. Everyone just put their thing 
in the tent without any structure and it could get very messy in the tent.  
 
If a DC will be used at Peab it is important that site managers have access to their 
inventory level because they have to be as flexible as possible. Consolidation processes 
will be a big advantage when many types of goods can be delivered with the same 
transport and even consolidation between different construction sites can be possible.     

7.2.6 Other Suggestions 
To get purveyances that are more effective it is necessary to be prepared to receive the 
goods. To reduce the transfer time into the building there should be a clean path to the 
final destination of the goods. If workers start to clean during the purveyance it will be 
waiting times for the wheel loader and the transporter which will cost. A clean working 
environment will also lead to a more effective construction site.  
 
Installation of cameras is one suggestion that will be a tool to control if the construction 
site is effective and how many movements of goods that occur. Before purveyance it can 
be good to check the cameras and see if the site is ready to receive goods. Another 
advantage with cameras is the security aspect. The negative part is the integrity aspect.   
 
If Peab has a wheel loader of their own it will reduce costs because it is expensive to hire 
a wheel loader every time it is needed. This requires that at least one worker at the site 
have license to drive the wheel loader. Also trailers might be a good idea to purchase 
instead of leasing them. During this project several trailers got broken and this has not 
historically been any bigger problem but it is important to have resources that are 
constructed for heavy goods. Using a wheel loader could be quite costly and is probably 
only interesting when the construction project is of a big nature.  
 
Lastly it is also important to return redundant or defect goods as fast as possible to get 
rid of it. This will reduce time due to unnecessary goods do not have to been move 
around at the site anymore. 

7.2.7 Muda, Mura, Muri, and 5 S 
During the time at the construction site it has come to the researchers’ attention that 
much time is spent on moving “waste” to be able to move goods etc. With better cleaning 
etc this time could be reduced. By looking at 5 S and muda, mura, and muri ideas of how 
to overcome this problems could be gathered. 5 S and the terms muda, mura, and muri 
derives from the Toyota Production System (Rhodes, Carter & Warren, 2006). The S’s in 
5 S stands for: 

 Sorting, 
 Straighten or Setting in order, 
 Systematic cleaning, 
 Standardization, 
 Sustaining the discipline. 

By sorting just the tools, materials, etc that is needed is saved. Other things are stored or 
discarded. With this sorting strategy unnecessary tools and materials are removed from 
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the construction site and more space is created for mounting and moving incoming 
products etc. 
 
It has already been declared the weight of having tools and resources stored at the same 
place all the time when not used. That is what Straighten or Setting in order stands for. 
By always having resources stored at the same place and clearly labelled unnecessary 
time spent on searching for tools is avoided. 
 
To get rid of small junks of the floor (and also bigger trash) cleaning is important. With a 
systematic cleaning that is done every day before the workers go home this junks could 
be cleaned away. A systematic cleaning should be seen as an equal activity of the 
construction as any other activity (e.g. mounting etc) and not an activity that 
sporadically has to be done. 
 
How to standardize work is left out in this report and further investigation is needed. 
 
To maintain cleaning activities etc it is important for the management to keep the 
discipline at the construction site. By letting each and every worker has their own 
activity that they are responsible for the discipline could be sustained. It is important 
from the managements’ direction to show the worker how important this is by taking it 
serious themselves. Now when the 5 S’s have been presented in more detailed muda, 
mura, and muri could be described. 
  
Muda means that activities that are not value adding to a product should be eliminated. 
Mura stands for that the activity should get its needed products just before the activity is 
about to occur. Muri is to eliminate small activities by combining them into one slightly 
larger activity. These three types of activities to avoid waste could be of interest for Peab 
to investigate further.  
 
One activity that is of muda type is the activity to search for goods and tools for 
mounting. By having a place where tools and resources should be placed a huge amount 
of time could be saved. The workers know where to go and more time on value adding 
mounting could be spent. 
 
As described in chapter 6.2 (about DC and cross docking) mura activities could be 
reduced by having a DC. With a DC and cross docking goods would be delivered to the 
construction site when it is needed, in the amount that is needed, and packed as they 
want it.  
 
Muri is out of scope for this project but in future work when the Make process is further 
investigated activities that are of muri type could be found. Mostly muri is located in the 
Make process in the construction field (e.g. how plaster boards are mounted etc).   
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7.3 Future Work 
In every project there will always be insights afterwards how things could have been 
done in other ways. The suggestions of improvement for future work of this kind could 
be summarized as: 

 More data is needed, 
 Improve the “% of Orders Delivered in Full” metric, 
 Further research on Return process, 
 Initiate a research in the Make process, 
 Better contact with suppliers and transporters (to get their point of view in the 

logistic improvement), 
 Continuous monitoring of metrics, 
 Probability distribution of number of movements. 
 Probability distribution of damage for certain goods. 

When it comes to the point of how much data that have been gather in this project it 
would be desirable if more of it had been available. This is especially true when it comes 
to the quantity of data regarding Perfect Order Fulfilment for certain transporters and 
suppliers. The more data the more truthful values, this means that further investigation 
is needed so more data could be gathered. 
 
A shortcoming with the way data for the “% of Orders Delivered in Full” metric was 
gathered was that only number of pallets was investigated. This means that number of 
ordered and delivered pallets could be correct but not the number of products in itself. 
In next project of this type number of products must be investigated and also better 
documentation of how many deliveries actually contained the ordered products. In some 
purveyances observed in this project wrong type of products were delivered and in this 
project the number of delivered products were set to zero and thereby did “% of Orders 
Delivered in Full” become zero for that delivery. In the future better documentation of 
the level 3 metrics “Delivery Item Accuracy” and “Delivery Quantity Accuracy” should be 
kept. 
 
It has already been discussed that the process of Returning resources (and also Source of 
resource and Delivery of Resource) must be an object of further research. The Return 
process in itself in the construction field is different than in the industrial field. Even if a 
product is incorrect delivered (damage, wrong type of product etc) the product is 
seldom returned. Often the product becomes a part in a “summer house project”. If the 
product is of an object specific type the supplier is not that kind in getting it back. The 
reason for this is that the product cannot be sold to another buyer because the product 
was produced just for that construction project. 
 
The aim of this project’s was particularly to investigate the purveyance situation (Source 
in SCOR) at the construction site. Now when a picture of how bad the logistic is in the 
construction field (regarding purveyances) it would be of interest to investigate how 
bad the situation is in the Make process in SCOR. A small picture has started to arise for 
the researcher how the logistic situation in Make is. It would be of interest how the APD 
(Swedish, Arbetsplatsdisposition English, Workplace Disposal) is   at the construction 
site. E.g. how trailers are located and also goods, how the workers have to move, and in 
which order things are done. 
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In future work it would be of interest to have a better contact plan with the suppliers 
and the transporters to get their point of view of why the situation is as it is now. In this 
project a contact of small character with suppliers took place mostly to confirm number 
of products that were delivered. Better contact and in a more standardized way would 
be of interest. The best practices suggested in this report are of more Peab point of view 
and the suppliers and transporters were not able to contribute with their point of view. 
 
With a continuously monitoring of measurement it could be discovered if the situation is 
getting better and better or if it is getting worse. If monitoring of metrics exists and 
measurement for each supplier and transporter is done one can rather fast contact the 
concerned part and try to figure out what is going on, and together try to solve the 
problems. If no monitoring exists one can easy miss changes in metrics and contacts 
with suppliers could be based on wrong information.  
 
One thing that was thought to be included in this report was the probability of 
movements as with the probability of damage that is included in this report. With a 
probability distribution of movements one can see with which probability goods will be 
moved. The harsh thing with this is that this distribution depends both on number of 
movements per year but also the number of stored goods. This was not able to do in this 
project but might be in the future. 
 
In chapter 6.1.3 a probability distribution for the probability of damage was presented. 
In the future it would be interesting to make a distribution for each and every type of 
goods so better conclusions could be drawn. 
 
The End! 
 
 
Glenn Gyllin & Micael Thunberg 
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Appendix C – Example of Purveyance Notes 

Purveyance measurement – 100423 (doors) 
 
Supplier: The Supplier 
Transporter: The Transporter 
Truck arrival: 09:30 (on second) 
Truck departure: 10:25 
Wheel loader arrival: 09:37 
Wheel loader departure: 10:23 
Unload starts: 09:43  
Unload ends: 10:18 
Number of resources unloading goods: 1 wheel loader  
Movement starts: 09:52 
Movement ends: 15:00 (minus breaks) 
Number of resources moving goods: 2 workers (calculate with 2.5 workers due to more 
workers were engaged in moving goods time to time) 
 
Four minutes after The Transporter truck arrived another truck from DHL arrived. DHL 
did only deliver a small packet and departures at 09:38. The truck from The Transporter 
parks at intersection of Trollbergsvägen and Bergsättervägen (where the trucks use to 
park) and is now ready to get unload. Ulf (the consignee) is at the purveyance area at 
09:37, and at the same time the wheel loader arrives to the site.  
 
The wheel loader starts with unloading a Wrist-truck that is needed to move the pallets 
with indoors. The wheel loader enters the site with the Wrist-truck via the southern gate 
and drives from there to the northern area of the site (where the main entrance to the 
building is located). Both Ulf and Jarmo (the team supervisor) is at the northern 
purveyance area slab to receive the first pallet. The Consultant from the consultant firm 
was there to inform how the pallets are marked. They also start to discuss if the doors 
do fit in the elevator. 
 
The pallet is overloaded and can’t enter the building, they have to unzip the pallet and 
remove some of the goods outdoors. The doors are extremely heavy and the pallet is 
almost dragged on the ground into the building. One of the plywood sheets got a hole in 
it and the temporary wood threshold was worn-out. The pallet almost tumbles over 
several times. This pallet takes extra time to move in so the wheel loader has to wait a 
short wail before it can unload the next pallet on the concrete slab. 
 
All doors and door frames is placed in the entrance hall before they are unzipped and 
moved to the right location for mounting. The site manager Lars Broberg notes that The 
Supplier has sent wrong type of plastic threshold, but the cause could be of lack of 
communication and that the floor workers are done with the floor etc.   
 
That each pallet is marked has both pros and cons that are based on these comments: 
 

 ”Good that they are marked so we know where they should be placed”  



 

 

 The worker looks confusing at the marked information – “Where should this be 
located?...” 

 
The workers look at the marked information on the pallets and then look at blueprint to 
get an understanding of where they should be placed. Sometimes it takes a while to find 
where the doors should be placed but this could be because the workers are not familiar 
with this knew marking system. If the doors had been moved randomly (as it used to be) 
it would be done in shorter time but it would definitely lead to more movements and 
more confusion later on when the doors should be mounted
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